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Tactical Quiet Generator (TOG) sets are the new DOD standard family of electric power generators in sizes 3kW through 60kW. TOG sets will be fielded in a
skid-mounted configuration as well as trailer mounted power units and power
plants. Shown on the cover (beginning at top left) are skid-mounted 6OkW, 30kW,
and 3kW TOG sets.

Tactical Quiet Generators . ..

THE POWER
OF THE FUTURE
Introduction
Ever since the Army replaced semaphore flags with telegraphs and telephones, there has been an increasing demand for tactical electric power. The
abiliry to generate tactical electric power
continues to be a critical bnchpin in today's post-cold war Army. The Army
must have reliable. cost effective power to project warfighting capabilil y virtually anywhere in the world. The power
requirements of our force projection
Army range from compact portable
generatOr sets required to run small electronk devices to huge mu.lti-kilowatt
plants required to tight and operate complete base camps. With highly sophisticated weapons systems and greater numbers of power-consuming equipment
entering the inventory. tactical power requirements have nOt only increased. but

By COL Lawrence J. Becker II
also have magnified the Army's dependence on mobile electric power.
Figure 1 illustrates the number ofgenerator assets in the current Army inventory.
With this in mind. the Department
of Defense (DOD) ha undertaken the
development of a new DOD standard
family of electric power generators. The
new l'J.ctical Quiet Generator (TQG) sets.
built in sizes three kilowatts through 60
kilowatts. are quieter, more reliable, and
lighter in weight than the current Military Standard (MIL-STD) sets. TQG set
improvements include acoustic and infrared signature reduction, electromagnetic pulse protection, decreased fuel

consumption, and elimination ofgasoline engine-driven generators.
This article discusses the evolution
of mobile electric power generating
sources culminating in the program that
promises to provide a rebable. dependable, and efficient ource of electrical
power-the Tactical Quiet Generator
program.

Vietnam Lessons Learned
Qualiry mobile electric power sources
have not always been available. For example. during the SOlilheast Asia conflict extensive proliferation of nonstandard generator sets caused each of
the military services to face the threat
of a breakdown in it ability to support
the electric power requirements of the
forces. Study of the power generation
problems by a DOD Ad Hoc Working

AN/MJQ Power Plant

•

Shown mounted to the Improved M-116A3 Trailer is the newly fielded Tactical Quiet Generator. which replaces the old DOD standard family.
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Thousands

Current Army Generator Assets
by Size and Engine Type
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Figure 2.

Power UnitS/Power Plants
Tactical Quiet Generator Sets
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Group resulted in the deputy secret:lCY
of defense directing the establishment,
in 1967, of a project manager, mobile
electric power (PM-MEP) under the
auspices of the secretary of the Army.
The primary focus of the new PM-MEP
Office was to minimize future power
generation problems with the development of standard families of generator
sets which met pre ent and projected
electric power requirements of all of the
military services. During the mid-1970s,
PM-MEP fielded the initial DOD standard family, commonly known as the
MIL-STD family of power generation
equipment, which is still in use today.
Although the fielded MIL-STD family of generators wa a significant improvement over the situation that existed in Southeast Asia, it cannot meet
recently established battlefield .requirements calling for, among other things,
greater mobility, bener reliability, enhanced survivability, reduced infrared
and acoustic signatures, and easier maintainability. In February, 1988, PM-MEP
January-February 1993

establi hed the TQG program to create
a new DOD standard family of mobile
electric power generation equipment to
satisfy these requirements.

Tactical Quiet Generators
The TQG program is designed to provide the Army, Air Force, Navy and MarineCorp ,through Non-Developmental
Item ( rDI) acquisitions, with a family
of skid- and trailer-mounted generator
sets, sizes three kilowatt through 60
kilowatts, with evera! significant improvements to perform and survive on
the modem, fast paced, lethal battlefield.
A primary objective of the program is
to comply with the "one fuel forward"
concept, eliminating gasoline driven
generator sets from the battlefield. TQG
are designed to:
• Reduce the ability of threat forces
to detect and locate sensitive C31 systern, weapon systems, and command
post complexes by reducing generator
acoustic and infrared Signatures;
• Increa e equipment survivability
through de igned-in electromagnetic
pulse protection;
• Enhance battlefield mobility by
reducing generator set weights, decreasing fuel consumption and incorporating the M1l6A3 Army tandard trailer
chassis. The M116A3 uses an extended
axle to improve tracking behind a High
Mobility MUlti-Purpose Wheeled "Chicle
(HMMWV) for all ~ -ton power unit and
power plant configurations;
• Lmprove reliabiHty, availability, and
maintainability characteristics by increa ed reliability and reduced servicing requirements (maintenance intervals);
and
• Reduce overall life cycle costs
through reduced initial acquisition COStS,
lower fuel consumption, and fewer servicing and suPPOrt burdens.
The planned configurations ofTQG
power units and power plants are shown
in Figure 2.
You might ask yourself what does all
thi mean to a battlefield commander"
Let's use, as an example, the 5-60kw
generator set requirements of atypical
mechanized infantry division and see
what difference having TQGs provides.
First of all, with the reduced weight
of the new TQGs over current MIL-STD
generators, the division will be able to
deploy to the theater of operations in
2\12 fewer C-141 air lifts. Also, for the
light infantry division commander, the
new M1I6A3 trailer-mounted 5kw, IQkw,
and lightweight 15kw generator sets
January-February 1993
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Summary

Fielded Generators by Fiscal Year
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will provide enhan ed tactical mobility, increased payLoad, and much safer
tracking behind a HMMWV.
TQGs aren't as thirsty a~ their '!lLSTD counterparts either, which means
the division's TQGs will consume
about 210,000 fewer gallons each
year a.nd provide a substal1!ial operation and. uppor! co t ·:lVings. From
a warfighting standpoint, that's abom
84 Heavy Expanded Mobility Tactical Truck (HEMTT) fuel tanker loads
the division won't have to haul around
each year to sustain it. generator operating capability. ( ee Figure 3).
urvivability consideration are extremely important to a division operating in a combat environment on
tomorrow's battlefield. For those who
have spent time in the field, you know
how loud the current MIL·STD generators are and how eas)' it is to locate
them by sound, especially at night.
If an enemy soldier could hear MILSTD generators running from about
one kilometer away, he would not be
able [Q hear TQG , which are ound
deadened, beyond 400 meters. Or if
you've e er looked through a. Forward Looking InfrJred (FUR) target
acquisition system YOll know how hot,
running gener:llors tand out like a
beacon.
4

TQGs have greatly reduced infrared signatures making them a much
smaller IR target. The divi ion's enemies will have a significantly harder
time trying to detect, monitor and target division command po tS, kcy
weapons systems, and Other facilities that
rely on generators for electric power.
With TQGs. the div.ision can significantly reduce perimeter ecurity distance and guard requirements. In
other words, TQGs heIp the division
commanding gener:rl prmect hi force
,."hile economizing resources. (See
Figure 4):
Speaking of resources, anybody who's
been a sociated with generators knows
how overworked the division's generator mechanics are keeping up with
maintenance checks and generator
downtime. TQG Mean Time Between
Failure (MTBF) r:lles are expected to
be in the 500-600 hour range as oppo cd 10 Ihe 200-300 hours MTBF
for current MIL-STD generators. The
preventative maintenance check and
services workload and cheduled
maintenance requirements will be
signifi antly reduced. This i good
news not only for the overworked
generator mechanics bur al 0 is a critical consideration in today' environment of shrinking personnel as ets.
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In this article. we have di cussed the
evolution of mobile e1ecLric power
generation ources and presented an
overview of the Tactical Quiet Generator progrnm. The new TQGs, in
sizes from three kilow;lIls through 60
kilowatts, will be Lighter, more reliable, quieter, easier to mailll:lin, and
will use diesel/JP-8 fuel instead of
gasoline. Based on projecLed funding
levels, 5-601nv TQGs ace scheduled for
initial fielding in the fourth quarter
of FY93, continuing throughouL the
90 . The three kilowan TQG i cheduled for initial fielding in the third
quarter of FY9 . (See Figure 5).
With TQGs, warfighters will ha e
improved equipment that will pro\'ide them increased capability to fight
on the modern, fast paced, mobile
battlefield. tephen K. Conver, assistant secretary oflhe Army for research,
development and acquisition, has said,
"Today' Army is fuUy Lrained, highly
motivated. and well-equipped. It i
the fine t, most capable fighting force
in the world. Our challeng is to keep
it that way." TQGs are de igned to meet
that chaUenge.

COL LAWRE CEj. BECKER JI is
the project manager Jor the DOD
Mobile Electric PoU'er(MEP) Project
Office at Fort Belvoil; VA. He ha
held numerous project m,anagemen! position with the TankAutomotive Command, the Roland
Missile Office, the M113 Family of
Vehicles, and, prior to being selected as PM-ME?, with tbe Strategic
Defense Initiative Office. He is a
member oj the Army Acquisition
Corps and a graduate of the DeJense y tems Management College.
Becker bas an M.S. degree in logistics management from tbe Florida
Institute oj Tec/mology.
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Eighty-two Army scientists and engineers have been selected to receive
Department of the Army R&D Achievement Awards for 1992. This award is
given in recognition of outstanding
achievements in research and developmem that have improved the capabilities of the U.S. Army and contributed
to the nation' welf,tre during calendar
year 1992.
The awards, presented in the form of
individual wall pLaques, will honor 69
personnel employed at activities of the
.. Army Materiel Command; 11 employee of the .. Army Corps of Engineers; and twO employees of the .5.
Army Medical Research and Development Command.

U.S. ARMY MATERIEL
COMMAND

u.s. Anny Armament Research,
Development and Enghleering
Center (ARDEC)
Dr. Arthur J. Bracuti, a physical cientist, and Donald S. Chiu. a chemical engineer, will be Cited for their research
and developmem of the revolutionary
new user-friendly PANDORA hemical
kinetic computer model. This code is
capable of modeling chemical reactions without a priori knowledge of
reaction mechanisms and has direct application to Army propellant combustion and interior ballistics problems. In
a wider sen e, PANDORA has pOtential
utility in basic research studies of
chemical kinetics and for development
effort by the other services and academic and industrial groups.
The ARDEC tearn ofMarkA.Johnson.
an electronic engineer, Raymond D.
Scanlon, a mathematician. and Michael
A. Cipolla, a computer engineer. will
be recognized for their innovative appLication of neural nerwork technology
to signal recognition problems in component and material in pection system . Their efforts in the use of neural
network to identify and extracl pertinent data from the complex, noisy signal produced by sensors in this application has led to a new method of determining the acceptabLe qualities of
pans and material.
u.s. AI'my Chemical Research,
Development and Engineering
Center (CRDEC)
Hugh R. Carlon, a rese:Jrch physicist,
and Mark A. Guelta, a phy ical science
technician, will be recognized for their
January-February 1993
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development of a safe smoke, Emen'
3004. for use as an aerosol. to replace
the carcinogenic and more toxic dioctylphthalate (DOP) smoke in smoke
penetrometers. Penerrometers are
widely used for quality a urance testing of filters for individual and colkc[h'e protection. Replacing DOP saves
million of dollars in equipment modifications, eliminate worker comact
with this known carcinogen, and prevems soldiers from being exposed to
residual DOP in filters while wearing
their masks.
Joseph w. HOI'antc and Johnnie M.
Albizo, research chemists, will be honored for their outstanding research
effort leading to the formulation of a
multipurpose decomamination agelll
(DAM) for use on military eqllipment.
It is anticipated that wirhin twO years.
DAM will be re:Jdy ro be the Army's first
new chemical decontamina11l in nearly 40 years.

U.s. Army Aviation Applied
Technology Di"ectorate (AATD)
David V. Nguyen-Phuc, an aero pace
enginecr, will be cited for the design,
development, and flight qualification
of an advanced IR suppressor for special mission applications. He successfully integrated this suppressor in a
specific fielded helicopter. This represellls a major contribution to the survivability of this particular craft in a
threat environment. resulting in enhanced ability for the crew to perform
it mi sion.

us. Army Night Vision Qlzd
Electro-Optics Directorate
(NVEOD)
An eight-member te;un from "''YEOD.
comprised of Dr. Sluitrt B. Horn,James
E. Miller. Donald A. Ferrett, Robert E.
Flannery, David A.JacksonJr.. Conrad
W. Terrill, Dr. Robert C. Hoffman. and
Elizabeth H. Nelson will be commended for development of uncookd focal plane arrd)'s which have applicit!ion in a number of future Army systems: perimeter surveillance. mi 'sile
-eekers. driver's vision enhancement.

,!nd rifle sights. The tcitm's a compti hment, done with the cooperation of
Texas In truments, Inc. and Honeywell, Inc. marks a major milestone in
thermal imaging which will eliminate
many problems found with currem IR
cameras.

U.s. Army Atmospheric Sciences
Laboratory (ASL)
Dr. Donald W. Hoock, a research
physicist employed at ASL, will b honored for his advancemem of realistic
modeling of smoke and du t cloud
on the modern battlefield. Dr. Hoock's
work is directly applicable ro opportune engageme11l of target on the
obscured balliefieid and al 0 provides
a cost-effective method for training
soldiers.

u.s. Army Ballistic Research
Laboratory (BRL)
Dr. Austin W. Barrow'. upen'isory
physical scientist. Dr. Br.ld E. Forch, research chemist. Dr. Andrzej W. Mlziolek.
research phy ici t, and Dr. Rosario
C. Sausa, tesearch chemist at BRL's
Interior Balli tics Division, will be
honored for their discovery of a new
laser ignition technology based on a
resona11l multiphoron micropla'ma
formation pro e s. This technology is
applicable to ignition of complex geometry multicompone11l artillery and
tank ammunition and repre 'ents an
outManding example of the tr:msfer
of in-house basic scientific research to
the improvemem of Arm,' weapons
systenls.
u.s. Army Electronics Technology
and Devices Labm'at01Y (ETDL)
lerence Burke. Hardcv ingh. and
Walter Buchwald. electronics engineer . and Dr. Maurice Weiner, physicist. will be cited for establishing the
fea. ibility of a new electron devicnvith
major implication for ad\'ancing the
state-of-the-art in pulse power y terns.
The dnice, a high pO\yer optically
activau:d gallium arsenide tlll'risror
switch. promises 10 extend the limits
of presem thrrisLOr technology well
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beyond pre 'ent boundaries. It is anticipated the new device will lead ro
highl)' effident pul e generation capable of multi-kilovolt, kiloampere
operation.
A team of four re earchers from
ETDL, compri cd of Roland Cadotte,
Erik H. Lenzing, Adan Rachlin, and Dr.
William D. Wilber, will be cited for
advancing the state-of-the-art of superconducting microwave and millimeter wave electronics. Their deposition techniques for producing high
quality, high temperature superconducting thin films are applicable to
devices and circuitry for use in radars,
low-noise receivers, and phased array
antennas. They have shown that high
temperature superconducrors promise
to be a vi:.ble technology to improve existingArmy electronic systems and provide new directions and capabilitie for
future 'y terns.
Dr. Mitra Dutra, Dr. jagadeesh
Pamlliapati and Peter Newman from
ETDL are cited for development of a
novel optical modularor which .advance the state-of-the-art in spatial
light modulation technology for optical data processing and signal proce sing. Optical computing and signal
processing promi e extremely high
(Ierahertz) computing rates. To realize
this promi e, however, robust affordable optoelectronic devices are needed which will generate, modulate,
witch, detect and cOl1lrol optical signals. This team's work lays the groundwork for such devices. DULLa, for
whom this is the first of two 1992 R&D
Achievemenr Awards, is a research
physicist at ETDL. Pamu]apati is an
electronic' engineer. and J ewman is a
research phy cial scientist at ETDL.
A six-member ETDL team, compri d of National Research Council
(NRC) as ociates Dr. james F. Harvey
and Dr. Weiman Zhou, and ETDL employee Dr. Robert A. LlLX, and Dr. Mitra
Duna, research physici tS, Melanie W.
Cole, are earch physical cientist, and
Dr. David C. Morton, a physicist, will
be honored for establishing a new technology for use in future Army communications/electronics systems, based on
a new oproelectronic malerial, porous
silicon. The new technology show significant promise for u e in advanced
display , fiber optics communication ,
and phased array radars. The advanrages
offered are reduced weight, reduced
cost, easc of fabrication, and higher
performance optoelectronic systems.

u.s. Army Harry Diamond
lAboratories (HDL)
A multi-organizational team, comprised of Dr. CarlJ Campagnuolo, a development engineer at HDL, MG Wesley
K. Clark, former commander of the
Army ational Training Center now
with the U.S. A.rmy Training and Doctrine Command, and Donald Gross of
the Demilitarized/Environmental
Office at CRDEC. is honored for the invention, development, and demonstralion of a new family of training
grenades and mmes. The'e devices interface with Ihe Multiple Integrated
Laser Engagement ystel11 and significanrly extend the Army' capability to
train soldiers in more realistic battlefield environments.
Dr. joseph N. Mait, an eleclronicsengineer, will be Cited for his contributions to the understanding and design
of diffractive optical elements for optical proce sing and computing. Mait's
conrributions are leading the way to
research and deveLopment of highthroughput, special-purpo e interconnections and processors of significant
benefit to the Army for radar processing and target recognition applications.
john McCorkle, an electronics engineer, will be honored for his contribution to the formulation. analy is, algorithm design, and te·t bed de ign of
an innovative radar sensor. This sensor
will provide the Army a revolutionary
capability for all-weather, wide area detection, location, and classification of
stationary tactical targets concealed in
foliage and empLoying camouflage,
concealment, and deception. Hi work
will provide a taerical capability which
doe, not now exist and which will
directly support DOD's Preci ion
Strike Initiative.
David L. Rodkey, an electronics engineer, will be cited for his lechnical
leadership and engineering accomplishments in the development of the
Anti-T.1.ctical Missile version of the
PATRIOT fuze. Rodkey" Olllsranding
contribution have yielded a new fuzing system which has proven to be highly effective in flight te ting and in battle.
u.s. Army Materials Technology
lAboratory (MTL)
The adhe ion research team at MTL,
comprised of Dr. ranlcy E. Wentworth,
supervisory research chemist, Paul
R. Bergquist and Dr. Michael S. ennett,
research chemists, and Dr. Walter X.
Zukas, research chemical engineer,
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will be honored for contributions to
adhesive bonding science and lechnology in support of the A.MC Adhe i e
Bonding Improvement [niriative. Their
research will provide the ba is for service life predictive models of adhesively bonded structures in Army materiel.
The research will also yield new joining techniqucs for m tal matrix ompo ite for u e in fabricating Army systems of these materials.

u.s. Army Missile Command
Research, Development and
Etlgineering Center
(MICOM-RDEC)
Robert E. Alongi, an aero pace engineer, i cited for re'earch and development which has led to the creation of an innovative 1001 for modeling and evaluation of electro-optically
guided weapon system operating in
realistic battlefield environments obscured by natural and man-made aerosols. Alongi' computer model, named
the Battlefield Environment Weapon System Simulation, i an accredited analysis tool which the U.. Army
Materiel
terns Anal)'sis Agency ha
adopted for analy. i and e\'aluation of
existing and emerging MICOM weapon
system.
u.s. Army Natick Research,
Develop-ment and Engineering
Center (NRDEC)
AI;1l1 B. Bennett and Dr. Andre G.
Senecal, food technologists, and SGT
Cuni' B. Reed, a biological science assistam, will be commended for idemification of a new processing technology
for producing a high quality, low lactose, low fat milk powder. Thi producl
can be u cd by a wider military population than existing products and can
be u cd in food preparation ora a high
quality beverage to enhance individual and group operational rations.
Vicki Loveridge, Daniel Berkowitz.
and Calherine PorceHa, food technologists, Dr. Frederick M. Kramer and Dr.
Laurie . Lestet, research psychologists,
and Kathryn L. Rock, engineering psychologi t, will be honored for developing a novel food processing technology resulting in a breakthrough
in producing helf stable foods. They
uccessfully applied this technology
in the accelerated development of highIy popular food ration components for
the Meal, Ready-to-Eat. This team's
achievement ha had a significant impact on increasing the overall qualiry,
January-February 1993

acceptability and consumption of the
MRE for all the service under combat
conditions.
Donald W. Pickard and Glenn A.
Doucet, mechanical engineers, will be
cited for their development and successful testing of the M3 Multifuel
Burner for field kitchen usc. This invention represents the first major advance
in non-powered field burners in five decades. Their innovative design is lighter, ignites faster, burns cleaner and
quieter, and is much safer to operate
than existing U.S. ,ll1d foreign military
burners. ThedeveiopmentoftheM3 is
a major accomplishment that will significantly improve the safety, logistics,
and battlefield sUSlainability of future
field feeding systems.
The NRDEC team of Dr. Reginald A.
Willingham and Dr. Dave M. Alabran,
research chemists, Dr. John H. Cornell
(deceased), Dr. David E. Remy, Joseph
R. Roach, and Dr. Fl"dnk H. Bissell, supervisory research scientists, will be
cited for development of practical eye
protection against tunable lasers. They
were able to synthesize and evaluate
suitable materials (substituted tetrabenzoporphyrins) having the appropriate nonlinear optical properties and
fast (picosecond) response times. Results obtained to date represent an important milestone in the development
of a lightweigbt, passive protective
device for use by soldiers against runabl lasers. The team dedicates the results of their research and this R&D
Achievement Award to the memory
of their late colleague, Dr. John H.
Cornell, who was a research chemist at
RDEC.

u.s.

Army Tank-Automotive
Command (TACOM)

Dr. Douglas N. Rose, a research physicist, will be honored for his contributions in advancing tbe science of
photoacoustic microscopy and thermal waves and their application to ceramic materials for air-breathing propulsion systems. He founded and leads
TACOM's thermal wave laboratory
dedicated to the investigation of ceramic materials for high temperature, low
heat rejection engines.

u.s. ARMY CORPS
OF ENGINEERS
u.s.

Army Topographic
Engineering Center (TEC)
F. Raye Novelle, a physical scientist,
January-February 1993

will be cited for a technical breakthrough in extl"dcting elevation data
from aerial imagery. His contribution,
known as the lterative Onhophoto
Refinement (lOR) method, dramatically extends the state-of-the-art in this
critical technology which provides
v'!stly improved results at lower computational cost than previously known
methods. Thete is little doubt Norvelle's
lOR method will have a direct and
dramatiC impact on future military and
civil mapping systems.
Melvin B. Satterwhite, a botanist, will
be honored for his outstanding work
in suppor! of the Drug Enforcement
Administration (DEA) and other federal agencies. He developed hyperspectral remote sensing techniques
for predicting biomass of a vegetal
stand and its potential yield. In addition to providing tangible assistance
to counternarcotics efforts at the national level, Satterwhite's work has
substantial potential for aiding the
nation's (and world's) infl"astructure
in terms of solving problems associ:ued with crop monitoring and detection of induced stress on crops due to
flooding and pollution.

u.s.

Army Waterways Experiment
Station (WES)

The team of Dr. Alfred F. Cofrancesco Jr., a research entomologist, Joseph
L. Decell, a civil engineer, and Dr.
Edwin A. Theriot, a supervisory biologist, will be cited fordevelopmem and
implementation of environmentally
safe, cost-effective biological agents
to control major aquatic plant problems of the U.S. and other tropical and
subtropical coumries. These biological
comrol agents are superior to the standard agents which have been used during the past four decades. As a result of
the implementation of this technology,
the worst two of four major aquatic
plant pests in waterways of the southeastern U.S. have been reduced to
minor problems.
David L. Derrick, a research hydraulic engineer, and Thomas J. Pokrefke,
a supervisory hydraulic engineer, will
be commended for pioneering research
in the de\'elopmem of revolutionary
river training structures, known as
bendway weirs. They have shown that
a system of bendway weirs, when strategically placed in a riverbed, will
greatly enhance navigation safety and
efficiency by improving channel
dimensions and alignment through

problem bend reaches. The submerged
rock weirs incorporated in their design
preserve the river's natural beauty and
improved fishery habitat.
The team of Dr. John M. estler,
research ecologist, James L. Pickens,
senior electronics technician, and Gene
R. Ploskey, aquatiC biologist, will be
cited for their pioneering research on
the use of high-frequency sound as
the basis for fish protection. Their research has led [0 the first operational
high-frequency sound fish protection
system now in service at the Richard B.
Russell Dam. Their work forms the basis of a fish protection [echnology
which is being actively sought by the
private sector both in the U.S. and
abroad.
WES scientist Dr. Fred T. Tracy will
be commended for his development
of three-dimensional engineering
computer models for solution of seepage and groundwater problems. His
research is internationally recognized and has fCvolutionized the way
practicing engineers do this type of
analysis.

U.S. ARMY MEDICAL
RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT COMMAND

u.s.

Army Biomedical Research
and Development Laboratory
(BRDL)

r;;lr. William D. Burrows, an environmental engineer, will be cOffil,l1ended
for his role in advancing his organization to pre-eminence in the field of
environmental engineering relative
to water quality problems throughout
the Army's operations. He has made
substantial contributions, not only
to the Army, but 10 the nation at large
as these relate to the important problem
of field water quality and the cleanup
of wastewater effluents at military
installat ions.
Letterman Army Institute oj
Research (LAIR)

Dr. Kim D. Vandegriff, a re earch
chemist, will be cited for her development of instrumentation and methods
for hemoglobin measurement. Her
research has made possible critical functional measurements of oxygen binding to hemoglobin. Her work represents
a fundamental advance in the basic
science of hemoglobin-based red cell
substitutes.
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APPLYING
EARNED
VALUE
TO GOVERNMENT
IN-HOUSE
ACTIVITIES
By COL Leland H. Hewitt
and Michael J. O'Connor
Cost/Schedule Control
System Criteria
More acquisition managers are specifying Cost/Schedule Control System
Criteria (C/SCSC) in their contracts.
One reason is the personal imerest of
the Defen e acqui ition executive. A
better reason is that it is a good tool to
manage complex project. More and
more program managers (PMs) and
contractors are also embracing C/SC C
as their primary cost and schedule control system.
DOD! 5000.2 requires application of
CI C C on major contracts with an
ROTE budget greater than S60M and
procurement more than S250M. onmajor contracts may use a less formal
accounting y tern and an abbreviated
Cost/Schedule Status Report (CSSR)
rather than the longer Cost Performance Report.
The C R should be appropriate for
many government in-house activities.
Unfortunately, we in the government
do nOt always practice what we preach.
CSSR is seldom used ro manage and
control in-bouse government activities.
Earned Value is defined as tbe dollar value of work performed during
8

a given period compared to the budgeted value for the same work. In other
words, as work proceeds again t a budgeted project, we' 'earn" dollars as they
are expended. This Earned Value is a
measure of progre's against our plan of
action.
The Earned Value concept i key to
the usefulness of C/SCSC. This anicle
discusses an application of the concept
to the test and evaluation (T&E) aspects
ofa major program. The application is
interesting because it is used to manage
cost and schedule performance of both
government in-bouse activities and
suppon contractor efforts.

WBS for ea h pecific project. The result is a list of man, work packages defined as a desired outcome or product.

Work Breakdown Structure

As work proceeds, expenditure and
progress reports are u ed to track each
work package. Performance is measured by comparing three quantities:
Budgeted Cost of Work Performed
(BCWP), Actual Cost of Work Performed (ACWP), and Budgeted Cost of
Work cheduled (BCWS).
.BCWP is [he baseline measure of
Earned Value against the over.lll plan for
the project. Following each reporting
period, BCWP is compared to ACWP for
each work package [0 determine co t

Application starts with a wellconceived work breakdown structure
(WBS). A WBS i normally presented as
a tree-like structure. It outlines a project
as a hierarcby of work packages. Tbe
WBS serves a the ba is for id ntifying
il1lerdependent activitie and for developmelll of additional management
tools such as PERT chans. MILTO-S8l de cribes the WB in detail
and gives e.."amples for several project
types. The manager must tailor the
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Detailed Budget
A detailed budget is then developed
for each work package. The budget includes everything necessary to complete the package. This is a critical step
because it establishes the baseline for
the entire project. The budget addresses materials, labor, overhead, and
schedule. Thi is the basic plan that will
guide the entire program.

Expenditure and Progress
Reports
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performance (i.e., i the actual cost
greater or less than the budgeted cost
for each package?). BCWP is also
compared to BCWS [0 determine
schedule performance (i.e., is each
package ahead or behind schedule?).
Figure I is a simple illustration of
how a manager can imerpret these figure . In this example, BCWS exceeds
BCWI'. This negative variance implies
that the project is behind schedule.
Likewise, ACWP is greater than the
BCWI', indicating that the project is
headed for an overrun.

Application to a Major
Test Program
The Independent Eyaluation Plan
(IEI') and Te t De ign Plan (TOP) are
crucial documents, since they serve as
the "A Ieyel" documentation fcir T&E.
They est..1.blish the scope and drive the
cost of the test. It is extremely important that the PM, evalua[Or, and tester
work together during development of
the IEP/TDP.
If the eyaluator is not cost conscious
in the IEP/TDI', then the tester is forced
to produce a Detailed Test Plan that
may not be affordable. Thi results in

Negotiated Cost Estimate

rework as the test i down-scoped, renegotiated, and redesigned.
Figure 2 shows a portion of the WB
for an actual project Doint Tactical Information Distribution System (JTIDS)]
being tested at the U.S. Army Electronic Proving Ground (USAEPG). The
WBS resulted from brainstorming within the test community, with participation from the Program Manager's
Office.
The overall project had to be broken
down into meaningful work packages to facilitate budget planning and
performance measurement. Each
work package had to be clearly defined by its contents and date of
completion.

After the WBS was finalized, the test
director developed a co t estimate for
each work package. The estimate included labor, material, and other e;~
penses (SUell as shipping, reproduction,
leases, etc.). Detail is required because
the test director must defend and negotiate all costs with the PM, who pays
for the te I, and the eyaluator, who depends on the test results to perform an
independent evaluation. This is a critical step. Not only does it determine
allocation of available resources, it i
the key to effective application of the
Earned Value concept.

Performance Tracking
Tracking performance again t the
budgeted baseline i the next step. This
may be difficult if the te t activity does
not have a reporting sy tern that proYides adequate detail and timeline s.
This is particulaIly true if there are multiple government and contractor organizations panicipating in the test.

Three-Level Work
Breakdown Structure
We wanted a WBS that provided
enough detail to allow meaningful analysis and project control. Howeyer, we
knew that too much detail and [00
many work packages would mean unnecessary reporting and information
oyerload. We concluded that a threelevel WB provided the proper balance
for this project.

tn

Detailed Cost Accounting
The government imposes strict cost
accounting standards on contractors.

TARGET
COMPLETION

o
()
REPORT
DATE

PROJECTED
COMPLETION
DATE

$
SCHEDULE
VARIANCE

1.e:::....-.

--'

...---l

~TIME

MONTHS
Figure 1.
Earned Value Analysis.
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JTlDS TECHNICAL TEST

Ell
lEVEL I

INSTRUMEI'ITATION

EBZ
JAMMERS

lEVEL 2

EBA

ESC

ESE

lEVEL 3
(WORK PACKAGES)

Figure 2.
Work Breakdown Structure,

The regulation include e.xtensive rules
and requirements for detailed record',
Often, labor i accounted for down to
a tenth of an hour (six minutes), This
level of detail can be expensive.
A similar level of detail for government organization is probably not required. Many organization have labor
reporting systems that can account for
time in increments of one hour. This
should be sufficient for most Earned
Value applications, provided the system
allows for reponing rhe time again t individual work packages.
We use a labor reporting system at
USAEPG that allows reporting in increments of 0.5 hour. It includes a threecharacter field which is used to report
time expended again t individual work
packages.

Timely Reporting
The reporting system must be timely.
Managers need to know when execution is not going according to plan. The
reporting cycle should be carefully
selected to balance the need for up-todate information and reporling costs.
For our purposes, we selected a monthly reporting cycle. Our in-house labor
reports are available weekly. Other inhouse expenditure reports are available
on-call.
Our support contractor e.,penditure
reports are provided monthly. However, the information is normally 2-3
10

months old because of the time it takes
to process vouchers. Thi is nOt adequate for our implementation of the
E;trned Value concept. Accordingly, we
arranged 10 obtain unaudited expendilure and progres reports from our support contractors. This has proven to be
acceptable for our purposes.

Results
We implemented the Earned Value
concept on a trial basis during the technical test of )TlDS. Results have been
phenomenal. The initial effort to develop the WBS and budget required approximately 12 man-months. A one
person level-of-effort is required for
reporting and analy is. A a result of the
increased visibility and control over the
tcsting efforts, we expect to complete
the project 25 percent under budget.
This is a savings of more tJlan 1M. ,
While the total :tVings Cannot be attributed entirely to our application of
the Earned Value concept, the increased planning effort, better visibility of expenditures, and resulting
management attention clearly were
contributing factors.
Any decision to u e a management
sl'stem such as this must balance the
cost of implementation with the expected benefit. Based on our experience, we have concludcd that the
Earned Value concept makes sense for
most of our large testing program
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COL LELAND H. HE\flfTT is the
project manager. Army Data Distribution ystem, He is a graduate of
the Us. MilUary Academy and
received an M.S. degree in physics
from the University ofArizona. He
is a/so a graduate of the Army War
College and the Defense Systems
Management College.
MICHAEL). 0 'CONNOR is director. Materiel Test Directorate, u.s.
Army Electronic Proving Ground.
He has a s.s. degree in electrical engineering from New Mexico State
UniversitJ\ an M.B.A. from New
York Institute of Technology and is
a 1982 graduate of tbe Army War
College. He is also a senior member
of the Ins/illite of E/ectl"ical and
Electl'onic Engineers.
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Yuma Proving Ground wildlife biologist Valerie Morrill (left) examines ancient Indian rock carvings
with an Army photographer.

YPG .PRESERVES
NATURAL RESOURCES
By Chuck Wullenjohn
It is located in the midst of the largest, honest and driest desert in orth
America. It's more than 800,000 acres
in ize, making it bigger than the state
of Rhode Island and one of the largest
milltary installations in the world. It is
home to a wealth of pristine desert
flora and fauna, including majestic bighorn sheep, rare tortoises, stands of
unbelievably hard ironwood and a
trOOng variety of prickly cacti. Ancient
Indian once traversed this land, leal"
ing behind pottery, weapons, artwork,
and much more to remind us of their
passing.
We're speaking of southwestern Ari·
zona's 1300 square mile U.S. Army
Yuma Proving Ground (YPG), site of
January-February 1993

the military's primary desert lest celller
and research and development home
for a wide variety of munitions and
weapon systems. As dramatically
shown by the lightning quick triumph
of American forces in the harsh desert
of the Persian Gulf during Operation
Desert Storm, YPG testing is high qual·
ity, thorough and reliable. The proving
ground conduct tests for all American
military services and numerous friend·
II' allied nations.
Though testing activities have been
conducted on the site of rodav's YPG
since World War Il, a surprisingly large
percentage of the installation's acreage
is relatively unspoiled. According to
YPG wildlife biologist Valerie Morrill,

this unsullied land encompasses the
majority of the proving ground's ter·
rain and is attributable to the nature of
the research and development mission
and to the fact that it has been off·limits
to other land uses for many years.
"Through the construction of roads,
buildings, gun pOSitions, parachute
drop zones and munition impact area,
there has definitely been disruption
of the natural desert," she aid. "But
this has been limited to very specific
areas. As a matter of fact, compared to
the overall large ize of the proving
ground, this amounts to a very small
percentage."
Wahner Brooks, deputy director of
YPG's Materiel Test Directorate, said
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The Geographic
Resources Analysis
Support System (GRASS)
allows land resource
managers to graphically
assemble computerized
information. This map
shows the soil at U.S.
Army Yuma Proving
Ground.

that environmental concerns play a
prominent role in test plans. "If we
didn't maintain a high quaHty desert
environment here at Yuma Prm'ing
Ground, we'd basically have no reason
for existence," he commented. "When
we build roads to support temporary
projects, for example, we often design
them to travel through washes because
these intermittent watercourses are selfreslOring during times of rainfall. We
make concerted efforts like this to
avoid disturbing natural habitats in
whatever we're doing."
Morrill arrived at YPG in 1988, fresh
from the Fish and Wildlife Office at Fort
Hood, TX. AJthough she reaJized that
the proving ground's test mis ion
differed significantly from Fort Hood's
trainingmi sion, heknewthatdt<!matic similarities till existed. One of the
mo t obvious was that a detailed natural resource inventory needed to be performed at Yuma Proving Ground. Much
of thi information had already been
gathered but a great deal remained to
be done.
•'A complete inventory demands that
you catalog all animaJs, plant Ilfe, oils,
etc. that exist within your boundaries,"
she explained. "The purpose of all this
is to pecificaJ1y identify natural characteristic and variables, with an eye
tOward enhancing our te ting mis ion,
abiding by all Army regulations and

public law, and preserving our unique
environment. It's a big job, but a worthwhile one."
A major benefit of the naturaJ inventory effort goes to weapon and muni·
tion testers. who may need information
about their environment to identify test
locations and control variables during
tests. Testing a weapon system or new
munition is a variable unto itself. By
reducing variability, testers are able to
enhance the reliability ofgathered data.
One example relates to testing the
fuze of artillery projectiles. For testing
the proper functioning of proximity,
point detOnated or timed fuzes, several types of terrain conditions are needed to ensure accuracy. Natural resource
inventory data are used by test designers to identify appropriate soils (are
they hard? soft? rocky?), all of which
would be appropriate at various times.
Other considerations affecting a test
can also be determined. These include
vegetative cover, elevations, cleared
historic sites, environmentally sensitive
areas, or information provided by
others.
One highly significant testing variable revolves around climate conditions, which are important at all testing locations. Weather intelligence is
provided several times each day by
members of Yuma's meteorological
team. This includes facts about temper-
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atures, humidity, wind speed and direction, upper air data, olar radiation,
visibility, and sky conditions.
Along with i ter in tallations, White
Sands Missile Range, NM, and Dugway
Proving Ground, T, YPG has been
identified by the Depanment of the
Army a an Integrated Training Area
Management (IThM) site. IThM consists
of component initiatives that are used
together or in part to address all facets
of organized and responsible land
management. One of lTAM's most important components i a tandardized
land Condition-Trend Analy is (LCTh)
program, which entails data collection,
anaJysis and reporting. lCD\ u e atellite imagery, ground-truthed by field
survey, to de cribe the surface terrain
within the boundaries of the
installation.
Two hundred plots at Yuma Proving
Ground have been randomly elected
by computer for statistical validity.
Many types of information are gathered
at these site. These include plant community classifications, plant density
and composition, disturbance indicators, slope and aspect, erosion indicators, and much more. The collected information is used to meet land and test
management need and to compare
naruraJ resources among many military
installation over time.
LCTh data feeds into a powerful tool,
a computerized deci ion- upport ystern called GRASS, which stands for
Geographic Resources Analysis Support System. GRASS allows resource
managers to use LeTA invenrory information to graphically assemble computerized data layers. Much a individual word proce ing or spread heet SOflware sy tems allow users to manipulate
words or numbers. GRASS allows managers to manipulate spatiaJ data in a variety of formats to meet pecific need .
GRASS digitizes mappable information into raster, vector and point data.
Raster layers map broad areas lIch as
soils and vegetation types. Vector layers map linear data, such as mine shafts
and towers. The gteat power of GRASS
lies in its ability to mix and match all
of these types of data, in varying combinations and scale , to meet pecific
needs. As things change over time,
GRASS data can be ea ily updated. First
released in 1985, GRA has become
the Geographic Information System
(GlS) of choice for many government
agencies and is well known throughout
the GI community.
January-February 1993

The harsh Sonoran desert of Southwestern Arizona is an extremely dry area,
but waterholes do exist-if you know where to look for them. This one, located in a remote section of U.S. Army Yuma Proving Ground, has been visited by local inhabitants for thousands of years.

"Once the ITAM program is fully implemented here, we may well be able
to see things in the environment we
never considered before," remarked
Morrill. "It will be·an excellent rool
for us on the natural resource management side of the house, but also for
test managers who will be able to tailor
data for their own needs. It will aid in
electing test sites and quantifying variables, much as we already are able to
do with meteorological data. ITA I also
ets tandards and will enable us to
monitor and understand the environment better than ever before."
January-February 1993

The desert is a harsh, unforgiving
place, which helps make the Sonoran
desert of Southwest Arizona ideal for
testing weapons and munitions. The
skies are clear and the rains are skimpy
and short-lived, allowing testers to
work around the year. At YPG, the terrain is varied and no major urban encroachment or noise problems exist.
Deserrs cover approximately oneseventh of the earth's land surface, or
about eight million square miles. They
differ greatly in terms of size, vegetation, rainfall, animal life, temperature fluclllations. and much more. The

typical desert teems with life of all
kinds, though the untrained observer
may not notice it at first glance. The
Yuma Proving Ground desert closely
resembles the world' mid-latitude
deserts-the most significant in current
socia-political term.
"Though I personally do a lot of
work in my office, my first love is e..'(.
ploring the desert," claimed Morrill.
"It may be harsh, but that doesn't mean
the desert isn't beautiful, for it is."
"I gues when you like something
you don't question why. I've lived in
Southwest Arizona on and off since I
was five, and I'm very comfortable in
the desert. It's my home."
As she explores the de ert, Morrill
often refleas on the area's volcanic pa t
and marvels that the landscape appears
very much as it has for hundreds of
thousands of years. "Nothing seems to
have softened," she said. "It looks like
the dust just settled and time has not
yet made its impact. It's a very harsh,
very new and stunningly lovely place
to work. I couldn't ask for more'"
Test manager Wahner Brooks said
that many YPG employees are enthusiastic about the desert. "Generally speaking, people wouldn't be here
if they didn't love the desert," he observed. "It's in our own best intere tboth as a proving ground and as
individuals-to diligently pre erve it,"
he added.
"The desert is a fragile ecosystem
and it doe n't take much to harm it. We
still can easily see evidence of Patton's
troops who came through here during
World War n, and even the Pleistocene
Indians who pa ed through long before them. It just take a great deal of
time for the desert to repair it elf. It'
our responsibility ro manage this
unique resource judiciously and
wisely."

CHUCK WULLENjOHNiscbiefof
tbe Pubflc Affairs Office at the
Army Yuma Proving Ground. He i'
a graduate of Humboldt State
University in Cali/omia.
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On the Road. .. Again! ...

ARMY EXECUTIVES
REVISIT
BUYING COMMANDS
By MAJ Tom Aeillo
and Kristine Harris
Background
During the spring of 1992, more than
20 senior Army and Army Materiel Command (AMe) executives travelled to
several major buying commands
within the Army community. Their purpose was to personally carry a
philo ·ophy of streamlining acquisition
management to the upper management of the command. ( ee "Hitting
the Road," A nny RD&A Bulletin, JulyAugust 1992.) Emphasis was placed
on stripping away unnecessary functional requirements and risk avoidance
measures which ultimately inhibit the
ability to get equipment in the hands
of soldiers quicker and at lower cost.
During dle travels of the Executive
Roadshow, plans for a series of followon training visits bad begun. These
follow-on visits were designed to focus
on explaining the acquisition improvemel1l philosophy in greater detail. Based
on this planning, several executives from
DA and AMC began traveling back to the

major bUI'ing commands in October
1992, carrying with them the initiative
to improve Army acquisition.
The e DA- and AMC-sponsored trainingsessions, dubbed "Roadshow II," are
directed to the middle management of
functional support staffs and program
offices. The purpo e of Roadsbow II is
to develop a cadre of leaders to take the
initiative to improve Army acquisition.
The intensive three-day workshop involve small group discussions, ca e
study analysis, cia room lectures, and
the detailed scrubbing ofactual draft requests for proposal. The stronghold of
dlis acquisition training is the family of
IS acquisition improvement principles
presented on the first day of the workshop. These principles were extracted
from the original Executive Roadshow
and are intended, like the Principles of
War in Army Manual 100-5, to be serious planning guides, not regulations. The
message of Roadshow II is that everyone involved in acqui ilion consider and

apply these principles whenever possible to reduce the cost and time of acquiring equipment throughout the acquisition process.
Most of the principles will not appear
new to those who have been involved
in acquisition for any length of time. The
difference now is dle degree of emphasis
on streamlining, reducing functional requirements and support for the industrial base. It is and has been the goal of
both Roadsbow visits that we in the
Army acquisition community must
change in order to keep in tep with
changing conditions.

Times Are Changing . ..
So Must We!
Today's world bears little resemblance
to the recently ended cold-war era. 1n

the past, we could easily identify the
threat and principal geographiC'.r1 areas
of concern. The pOSSibility of a largescale conflict provided stability to industrial base planning. This required

The purpose of Roadshow II
is to develop
a cadre of leaders
to take the initiative
to improve Army acquisition.
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If we are to maintain
the qualitative edge
in equipment,
we must change
our acquisition management process.
We simply cannot afford
to continue
with business as usual.
emphasis on measures to field a large
armor heavy force and support it for a
prolonged period, Today, the threat is
uncertain, and the premium is on readinc for no-notice contingencies of reIati\Oely short duration,
Future funding of defense programs
will clearly be at lower levels. Because
of this, rhe challenge to maintain the
technological edge on fielded equipment
becomes greater, There will be far fewer full-development programs, Efforts
for cheaper, faster technOlogy insertion
into existing systems will be more common. In addition, our industrial base
will be sigrtificand y smaller, making competition fiercer, because with fewer
defense progr'dms come fewer purely
defense contracts. Contractors who do
not win awards will be forced to leave
the defense industry to survive.
If we are to maintain the qualitative
edge in equipment, we must change our
acqui ition management process. We
simply cannot afford to continue with
business as usual. Our challenge is 10
keep the decisive edge in equipping today's Army to meet changing war fighting needs. The I; principles that follow
must steer us toward smarter management of increasingly scarce acquisition
resources. They must direct us toward
the change necessary to achieve the goal
of Army Modernization,
1. Use a multi-disciplined team approach to integrate a.cquisition product and process management. This
principle reflects a concept that has been
called "concurrent engineering:' However, the concept is much broader than
January-February 1993

mercly engineering. It must include
resource management, contracting.
logistics, and many other areas necessary for a successful acquisition, The
concept is this: imegrdte all functional
areas as well as all customer concerns
early in the acquisilion process. Such
integration is the best way to ensure that
problems are identified early which can
allow fo'r relatively quick and ine.xpensh'e solutions, It optimizes the requirements refinemem process and ensures
that the Army gets great equipment in
sufficielll quantities that fulftlls validated
needs, works well, and is logislically
supportable.
2. Reduce cycle times in aU acquisition processes. This principal is not
simply" field equipment faster." Rather,
it addresses the lime taken by each step
and sub-process within the tOtal acquisition time. In some instances. slowing
a sub-process can decrea e IOtaI time,
For example, contracting officers are
continually pressured to reduce procurement administrative lead time
(PALT). The result is a rapidly pr~pared
solicitation which reduces PALT b'ut use
"boiler plate" and m<lny standard clause
thaI do not apply 10 the acquisition,
Soliciution package including only
those essential clauses take more time
to prepare up front. but will reduce
overall acquisition time significantly
by providing contractors with clearly
tated requirements for meeting lhe
need. Early dialogue with users and
with industry will help reduce cycle
time. as can increa ing the use of commercial products, components and soft\yare. and tt:chnology insenion. The key

here is 10 look atlhe entire acquisition
process,
3. Facilitate rapid introduction
oftechnology advancements. Give
advanced technology demonstrations
priority. to reduce time and ri k of using new technologies. and 10 gain early
user suitability as e smel1ls. Prove out
manufacturing proce e during
development.
4. Develop acquisition strategies
which set priorities, involve the user,
and identify streamlined paths to
early fielding. The acquisition strategy
developed by the program manager (PM)
is the program's keystone planning tool.
The PM must involve the user and functional experts while building the strategy,
Gaining early consensus about priorities will empower the PM and can reduce
problems later. Corollary impacts ofdecision will be considered earlier, preventing costly mistakes resulting from
deci ions made under hort time constraims. Accelerated approache , such
as combining non-developmental
components. should be considered early
and used whenever possible,
5. Reduce functional requirements in every aspect of an acquisition and eliminate all that add little or no value. Start an acquisition with
only the minimum essential requirements. Creating a lean acquisition strategy. and latera lean solicitation. becomes
far easier when a multi-functional team
begins with no "boiler plate" requirements from an existing plan or document. Too often, acquisition programs
are burdened with functional requirements and risk-avoidance measure thaI
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ullimatcly inhibit our ability to get equipment into the hands ofsoldiers quickly
and at low co t. It is not the intent of
this principle to diminish the impornnce
of well- tested and upportable programs.
It is however, the intent to find a better, faster and more cost effective way
of producing an acquisition.
6. Aggregate requirements into
fewer and longer term contracts.
Preparing solicitations and awarding contracts requires time, money, and personnel re ources. Bycombiningsmalleracquisitions of similar technology into
larger buys, we reduce government overhead and allow contracting offices to
spend more time with each solicitation
and contI"Jet, ensuring a quality product
the first time. We achieve the same
benefits by awarding multiple year contracts and gain an important additional benefit-a COntractor ense ofownership of the item. Comractors planning
to produce an item for extended periods of time will be more likely to improve their proces e . This results in a
bener product and at a lower cost.
7. Base RFPs on product performance specifications. Remove barriers
to dual-use technologies and simultaneous manufacturing. Atmy acquisition
has traditionally been driven by the frequent lise ofextremely detailed military
specifications. Significant cost reductions as well as an increase in quality
can be achieved if we allow industry
more flexibility to use components, materials, or processes which prove acceptable commercially. By working with the
user and functional experts at the beginning of an acquisition, military standards
and specifications will be eliminated
whenever possible. Many times, the same
perfoDnance capability will be obtained
by using commercial or international
standards. Finally, we must include only
the absolute minimum ss ntial performance requirements. \Ve should tell industry what we want a system to do, and
let industry propose how to do it.
8. Increase the use of best value
contracting. Best value cQntracting is
simply defined as any commct re ulting from a solicitation which consider
significant factors other than price. In
other words, we don't always award the
contract to the lowest offeror, but to the
offeror with the best combination of
price, performance, quality, and chance
of producing our product well. We must
carefully limit our selection criteria to
a few key discriminators and clearly state
them in the olicitation. Again, this re16

quires careful, up-from work by multifunctional teams to select the right criteria to get best value for the Army.
9. Integrate cost effective testing
throughout the life cycle by involving testers and evaluators early in
the process. It is essential that we always focus on user needs and combine
developmental and oper.ltional testing,
lake advantage of contractor testing
whenever possible, and increase the use
of computer modeling and simulation.
Thi is only po sible when te ters and
evaluatOrs are involved up fronl allowing them to prepare logical lest plans
to ensure syslems perform the way the
user wants.
lO. Make full use of international markets and technology. We must
seek out worldwide technological developments to support Army needs. We
should intemct with U.S. users and international allies to harmonize requirements early in the life Cj'cle to facilitate
international sales later. International
cooperative opportunities will be an increasingly important support to the future American industrial base. It is
important that we plan for this and facilitate cooper-.uive projects whenever possible. Again, early involvement of international experts will ensure that export
policy and technological security and
transfer issues are addressed and solved.
U. Use acquisition planning to
manage "right sizing" of the industrial base and protect critical segments. The defen e business is getting
smaller. We must remove barriers that
prevent industry from off-setting declining defense busines with commercial
sales or the defense industrial base will
decline to a few companie able to support themselves exclusively Oll government contracts. The Army must idenLify those few truly key industries that
have no commercial counterpart and sustain them for next generation systems,
technology insertions, and contingency needs.
12. Reduce operating and support
costs throughout the life cycle. The
bulk of any sy tern's life cycle cost is acrually incurred during opemting and support of that system, though 0&5 costs
become virtually fixed very early in sy tern design. Because of this, 0&5 costs
should be an evaluation factor in olitations. 0&5 COSL reductions should also
be a major considerJtion in re-engineering spares that cause high 0&5 costs on
existing systems.
13. Promote quality through cus-
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tomer focus, process review, and
continuous improvement. Everything
we do must promote quality. Each of
the acquisition improvement principles
has the concepts of total quality at its
core. The acqui ition community as a
whole must strive to continuously improve each of it processes as well as the
products produced by these processes.
14. Institutionalize acquisition improvement principles at all levels.
Train and operate in multi-disciplined teams. The Executive Roadshow
this past spring began this proces and
Roadshow II is continuing it. The commitment to improving acquisition management begins wi til the AA Eand flows
through the Army acquisition hierarchy.
The training and commitment will not
end with Roadshow II. The Army Management Engineering College (AMEC)
is preparing to take these principle back
on the road and work until they are internalized throughout the workforce.
15. Use electronic media infrastructure as it becomes available to
reduce cost and improve quality.
Electronic media can increase efficiency
greatly when properly used and managed. We should eHrninate paper products when possible, as well as re-entering
of data. The objective i to reach a tandardized electronic interchange of information. Until universal standards have
been achieved, we must apply common
sen e to minimize needless work, and
emphasize product over paper in the acquisitions we manage. The Time to
Change i ow!
These 15 principles, when accepted
and applied by the entire acquisition
workforce, will be a key to maintaining
a strong Army. By answering the call to
begin improvement in Army acquisition,
the acquisition community will be accepting the challenge to keep the decisive edge in equipping today's Army with
the nece sary materiel and resources to
meet changing war fighting and deterrence needs.
MAJ TOMAE/LLO is a graduate ofthe

u.s. MilitalY Academy and is a policy spe-

cialiSt as igned to the Acqui ilion Policy
Division at the Army Materiel Command
KRISTINE HARRIS is employed by
Baum and Romstedt 7Ixhnology ResearciJ
Corporation as a resem"ch analyst pmviding professional services support for
Roadshow /J. She graduated in 199/ from
West Virgin.ia University witiJ a B. . degree in wrilingkditing and composition.
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Simulation of an MH60K Blackhawk Helicopter flying over
custom elevation of Fort Hunter Liggett, with a photographic overlay.

Introduction
As the cost, compl 'xity and environmental impacl oClive training exerci~es
increase. the benefits of simulation hecome more practical ,lOd cost effective.
The .. Army Topographic Engineering Center TEC). located at Fort Belvoir. VA. is working to improve and
standardize simulation and training
methods.
What makes the new simulator training technology different i the application of the Di tributed Interactive
imulation (01 ) concept. With the DIS
concept, multiple computers at \'arious
locations are connected over local and
wide area networks. Although separated geographically. the e systems intera t in the same \'irtual battlefield environment. This enable multiple units.
located in differclll parts of the l'.S. or
over'ea . to conduct joim operations
training.
One of the most significant ch:lllenge in :lpplying the DIS concept is
to tealisticall y represelll. correlate and
January-February 1993

TOPOGRAPHIC
ENGINEERING
CENTER
SUPPORTS
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AND
TRAINING

By Valerie Kelly
update terl'"'ain and environmental effects. The terr.tin and environment
must he updated in near real time
O\'er a distributed network to all the
players.
Another growth are:l for simulation
is S\'stem development. As an alu:rnative to the currently expensive and
lengthy acquisition process, prOtOtypes
of a system can be simulated and tested before any developmelll begins.
With uch asystem, a cost preview can
be obtained before actual system development begins. Additionally. sy tem
developers can make better informed
decisions on the cost effectiveness of
a sy tern b:lsed on simulated performance. The most current and innovatin: technologies can be inserted, tested ,l1ld evaluated. and a sj'stem could
be modified without the associated
risks. such as high costs.

To assist the Army tmining and simulation community, TEC estabJi hed the
Training and Simulation Applications
Branch within it Battlefield Visuali7.ation Divi ion. The branch provides
topographic and visualization expertise, and transfers this technology to
emerging simulation and training
systems.
The branch is involved in the development of four rmy simulation
and tr.lining initi'Hives. They are lhe
Clo-e Combat Tactical Trainer, Dynamic Environment and Dynamic Terr.tin
Modeling, Battlefield Distributed Simulation-Development and Project 2851.
Close Combat
Tactical Trainer
The Close Combat Tactical Trainer
(CCTT) is the first project in a series of
trainers based on the Combined Arms
Tactical Trainer (CATT) concept. With
CATT. all elements of the combined
arms battlefield can be simulated and
exercised at one time.
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CCTT is the hugest Army simulator
program. It will de"dop a network of
more than 560 training simulators.
CCTT's primary requirement i to train
military units in crew and collective
skills for command and control, tactical navigation, movement, coordination
of fire, and weapons systems operation.
The system will provide realistic visuaL
scenes that will allow users to employ
all standard military tactics for the full
range of banle and el1\~ironmental
conditions.
TEC wiJl serve as the executive agent
for CCTT on all terrain-related issues.
Technical expertise TEC will provide
include digital topographic data requirements analysis, data base generation and enhancement. geographic information systems applications, terrain
and environmental analysi . visual data
base generation, visualization techniques, technical management of the
Phase I development contract, and software quality assurance. A memorandum ofagreement is being coordinated
with the CATT Program Office to define TEes support.

Dynamic Environment and
Terrain Modeling
To incre-.lse the reali,m of emerging simulation and training systems. the
impact ofweapons systems. engineering
activities and changing environmental
conditions needs to he accurately modeled, updated and portrayed. Most Department of Defense (DOD) simulation programs have documented requirements for dynamic environment capabilities. yet this ability has
nOt becn adcquatel y developed and
demonstrated.
To addre s this need, capabilitie being developed include standard for
protocol data units (PDU ) to communicate change aero s a network, standard models and rendering technique
for dynamic em'ironment effects,
the initial standard architecture deign required to suppor! dynamic updates, and a demon tration of these
capabilities.
Various DOD organizations are de,-eloping models and rendering techniques to accur.ltely represent real-time

dynamic em'ironment effect. To maximize synergy and minimize duplication of efforts, DOD organizations,
including TEC, will coordinate and
leverage on-going research and development to jointly develop and demontrate the e capabilities.
pecific capabilities will include the
techniques required for real-time deformation of exi ting terrain and rendering of battlefield ob curants. Demonstmtions will include the creation of
tank ditches, berms, crater and 30
different battlefield obscul"dIIts in a DIS
environment. The capabilitie developed will serve a a framework of initial randards for incorporating dynamic environment effects into exi ting and
emerging DOD training and imulation
systems.

Battlefield Distributed
Simulation - Developmental
The Army's Battlefield Distributed
Simulation.-Developmental (BDS-D)
program is producing distributed battlefield simulations for the 1990s and
beyond. Its goal is to develop a system

This scene illustrates smoke obscurants. Both the trees and smoke, which were generated using textured ellipsoids are integrated with a synthetic terrain database.
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of local area networks (LA s) consisling of low-cost battlefield simulators.
and simulations of experimental and
high-fidelity system and Semi-Automated Force (SA FOR). These simulators will all be linked together \'ia a system of long-haul networks (LHNs) to
provide a virtual combined arms and
joint combat operations environment
for materiel and combat development.
and operdtional teoting exercises.
The BDS-D progrdm will provide an
Army di tributed -imulation capability linking government, university and
indu try sites in an accredited. realtime, warfighter-in-the-Ioop simulation
of the joint and combined baltleficld.
Thi - program will support the developmcnr of the Future Baltle Laboratory's
(FBL) Advanced Battlefield Simulation
(ABS) and t["dining simulations via technology transfer.
One of the most significant technical challenges of this effort will be to
realistically update and correlate the
changing battlefield in a heterogeneous
DIS environment. TEC will provide its
topographic and visualization e.xpenise
in addressing this challenge.
TEes Trdining and Simulation Applications Br'dnch al 0 chairs the BDS-D
Battlefield Em'ironment Working
Group. The group's charter is to m-ersee the development and implementation of capabilities to adequately portray the battlefield environment and to
provide guidance and recommendations to the BDS-D Program Management Office.

Project 2851
Project 2851 i a tandard DOD digital data base program initiated by thc
Air Force and endorsed by the Other
military services to develop a method
to share simulator data bases effectively. Each ervice recognized the need to
avoid repeated enhancement of
Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) data
in proprietary formats that could not
be reused. The planned Project 2851
library facility at DMA' Aerospace
Center will solve that problem.
Based on recommendations frolll the
Project 2851 Working Group. ch,lIlges
and adjustments have been made to the
program. A notable recelll change is for
the system to function primarily as an
active library instead of as a production
and transformation center. This change
added a Standard 1nterchange Format
(SIF) that provides two-wav acc
to
the Project 2851 library of source data
January-February 1993

This forest fire simulation uses a simulated heat function to drive the growth
of the fire and smoke ellipsoids.

usnl for siOlulator progmms. Thus, all
of the enhancements incorporated under simulator de\'elopment comraClS
can be added to the librarv and can be
made available to subsequent DOD
programs.
TEes support to Project 2851 includes technical assistance to the LIS.
Army imulation, Training and Instrumentation Command (STRICOM)
regarding Armr requirement ; participating in the Generic Transformed
Data Base (GTDB) and SIF pecial Interest Groups (SIGs); developing software for GTDB input on the Battleficld
Visualization Test Bed: and evaluating
GTDBs
To keep up with current trends
toward open S\'stem architecture for
hardware and software, TEC plans to
convert the GTD B input soft ware to a
U IX-based platforms. In addition,
TEC plans to develop SIP input/output
capabilities on a UNIX-based platform
to use and contribute to the Project
2851 data base.

is commilted to the development of
these technologies and standards. In
this wa)'. we hope to insure con istent
and valid simulation results neces ary
for effeclive DIS training and system
de\'e1opment .

\~LERIE KELLY i- a scielltist ill
1/)1' l.:.
Army Topograpbic EngilIeerilig Cellter's Balllejieid I'i lIalizalioll Dil'isioll. be receil'ed a
bacbelor's Of sciellce degree frolll
.failles :\fadisoll Ullil'ersil)' alld is
ll'orkillg tOIl'Clrrl bel' //laster's ill
cil'U engineerillg al I'irgillia Pol)'lecl.1l1ical Ilislilllle GIld Slale
Unit'ersil)'.
TEC employees Carl/oil Daniel
alld Chris .1I0scoso also contribulI'd 10 Ibe lI'riting o[ this arlicle.

Conclusion
As the use and importanc of simulators increases. the need for standard
simulator data bases. models and network protocols to update the dyn<lmic
battlefield becomes more critical. TEC
Army Research. Development & AcqUISition Bulletin
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ACQUISITION
MANAGEMENT
MILESTONE
SYSTEM
By John D. Dixon
and Sherry Rowe

creates a reservoir ofhislOricaJ information used to idemi£y and highlightsys·
temic integrated logistic support (llS)
program problem area, base policy
review and revision upon, and improve
the overall conduct of the materiel acquisit ion process.
AMMS addresses and contains total
Army sy ·tem acquisition milestones
that include ta k which are the responsibility of the materiel dCl'eloper, combat
developer, trainer, tester, gaining command, the Military Traffic Management
Center, the Army Corps of Engineers,
HQDA elements, and other activities
involved in the materiel acquisition
process. (Figure I depict the AMMS
processing environment.) It accommodares program planning and talUS
report ing from the initiation of the
Operational Requiremems Documelll
through fielding and beyond if the system is released conditionally.
AMMS milestones can be tailored to
support a variety of acquisition trategies, including full or streamJjned de·
velopment, a nondevelopmemal item,
a materiel change, and a rebuy. Figure
2 depicts the current breakout by type
of acquisition of active systems currently resident in the AMMS cemral data
base.

Background

Introduction
How many nondevelopment;I1 items
are curreotly being acquired by the
Army? How many weapon systems are
scheduled for fielding to U.S Army Europe; Eighth, U.S. Army; .S. Army
Forces Command, or the Army Training and Doctrine Command during the
next two years? How many items and
what types of acquisition progr:tms are
currently in the production phase?
What programs have solicitation documents due for release during the next
t2 month? What is the typical timeframe for fielding certain type' of
materiel systems? How m,\l1y programs
have an upcoming program milestOne
review within the next 180 days?
All of these question were recently
posed to the Army Materiel Command
Materiel Readiness Support Activity
(MRSA). In each case, the answer was
provided to the inquirer within the required suspense-many of which were
20

extremely short'! How was MRSA abLe
to re pond to these and many other
similar inquiries in such a ["Apid fashion? The answer is surprisingly
. 'imple-the Army Acquisition Management MilestOne System, or AMMS.
MRSA manages and maintains the
AMMS, which is the Department of the
Army standard integrated life-cycle
management milestone reporting system and centralized data base (CDB) for
recording the status of weapon systems
and equipment being acquired and
fielded. AMMS provides the capability
to effect timely and efficient coordination between the various development,
deployment, and fielding communities
responsible for the introduction of new
items of equipment into the Army's inventory. It was designed for this coor·
dination task and to provide the managerial oversight of individuaL progrAm
performance.
In addition, as a byproduct, AMMS
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The AMMS program was established
by HQDA, Offic of the Deputy Chief
of Staff for Logistics (ODCSlOG), in
1987; to provide the acquisition, logistics, and fielding communities a s.ingJe
source for planning, tracking, analyzing, and managing systems in lhe acqui·
sition life cycle.
Establi 'bed lhrough consolidation of
the Force Modern iZ,tt ion and IlS Milestone Reportil1g ystems, AMMS is cited in AR 70-1, Army Acquisition Polio
0', as the Army's milestone reporting
system to track and record selected
milestones in the acquisition and fielding of systems. The Army proponent
for AMM is the ODCSlOG, while the
U.S. Army Materiel Command (AMe) is
the designated AMMS executive agent.
MRSA i the AMMS project manager
(PM) with responsihiHty for system procedural documents and the design,
maintenance, and improvement of the
AMM program and COB, including establishment of interfaces to enrich
AMMS, customer support, development of new users, and timely upgrades
to embed the latest policy.
Mile -lOne reporting of Army acqui·
January-February 1993

sition programs is mandatory for systems and equipmenr meeting one of the
following criteria:
• Materiel systems that are idenrified
in the Army Modernization Memorandum or Force Modernization Master
Plan;
• Systems that require AR 71-9,
Materiel Objectives and Requ.irements,
documentation such as an Operational Requirements Documenr;
• Modification items requiring
documentation in accordance with AR
70-1;, Materiel Change Management;
• Programs initially developed under the quick reaction capabilities proce s that evolve into programs having
total Army application;
• Levell, 11, and III Automated Information Sy tern as specified in AR 2;-3,
Army Life Cycle Management ofInformation Systems;
• Reprocurements when a second
source of model change is being
sought· and
• Training system to be type
classified.

System Features, Functions,
and Products
As of this printing, there are 1,182 systems in AMMS; ;31 active system, 241
preconcept systems, and 410 systems being tracked for materiel release purposes
(Figure 3 provides a breakout of systems
by responsible reporting activity).
Preconcept system have been added
to AMMS within the past year through
an inrerface with TRADOC's Materiel
Development Automated Milestone
(MADAM) System. This interface provides early identification of newly approved materiel acqui~ition programs,
informs the program executive officer
(PEO), PM, the surgeon general, the
AMC major subordinate commands
(MSC). and other materiel developers
of the scheduled date for system proponency tran ition, and establishes a
common system identifier (the com·
mon reference code) unique to each
program to ensure connectivity of the
data bases for effective information
sharing.

Materiel release programs have al 0
been added to the AMM program
within the past two years. AMMS is the
sole source automated data base for
tracking materiel releases. It provides
realtime data for scheduled and completed dates and narrat ives for full, con·
ditional, and training releases. AMM
tracks the status of action taken to
overcome the impact of conditional
release shortfalls in the initial fielding
suppOrt package.
The AMMS data base maintains a
historical file ofsystem that have completed all milestones to the satisfaction
of the materiel developer or have been
terminated at some paint during the ac·
quisition process. There are currently
866 sy terns in the AMMS hi toricaJ fLle.
This file is extremely valuable in identifying programmatic problems, verifying or e tablishing v:lUd time can·
straints for events, identifying trends,
revising policy based on empirical information, updating or developing
logi tics models. and responding to
higher headquarters, audit agency, or
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congressional inquiries for acquisition
program information.
The number of system users and proponent activities for events grows each
year. New proponents added to the system during the past ear include the .5.
Army Southern Command. the U.S.
Army]ohn F. Kennedy Special Warfare
Center and School, the U.S. Army Special Operation Command, and the U.S.
Army Nuclear and Chemical Activity. In
addition, the capability to develop baseline milestone schedules for health service and command, control, communications, and computers programs was
recently added to tbe AMMS program.
Several user satisfaction surveys and
third party review of AMMS have been
conducted during the past two years and
have resulted in numerous system
modifications to enhance system
functionality.
For the PM on a specific acquisition
program AMMS offers a suite of capabilitie ,including: the ability to quickly
establish an initial acquisition milestone
schedule with only minimal system information; evaluate the average time required to complete similar acquisition
programs; identify near-term events requiring action, update, review. or corrective efforts; analyze how weU the program is progressing in relationship to
exi ting regulatory requirements; and
review the status of related subs stem
or information development by an external activity which may impact their
program.
Milesrones contllined in AMMS were

chosen by the acquisition and logi tics
communities as those considered most
critical to ensure effective planning, integration, and Visibility of the acquisition logistics process. Figure 4 depicts
the functional areas addressed by AMMS.
The list of milestones is routinely evaluated for additions, changes, and deletions to ensure it accurately reflects
changing requirements and policy
guidance.
There are approximately 300 milestones in the current system. The milestones selected for any particular program can be tailored to satisfy the specific
requirements of that program based on
its acquisition trategy, program characteristics, and number of gaining commands. AMMS satisfie all milestone
reporting requirements specified in AR

700-127, Integrated Logistic Support,
and AR 700-142, Matetiel Release, Field-

ing, and Transfer.
The AMMS program produces several
tandard reports, typically on a quarterly basis. Prepared and distributed by
MRSA by the 20th workday following
the end of each quarter. the standard
reports include the following;
• AMMS Report-provides integrated milestone schedule for all active systems in AMMS; displays all scheduled
and completed events; separate volumes
by materiel developer.
• AMMS II1ACOM Materiel Fielding
Report-contains events critical to
fielding; targeted at gaining commands
and logistics assistance representative
fielding elements; notifies gaining command of other MACOM fieldings aDd

availability of fielding after action and
lessons learned reports; separate yolumes
by gaining command.

• AMMS Program Managetnent Sum-

malY Checklist-prepa.red quarterly;
lists events scheduled for completion
within the next six months.

• Developer, TRAnOe, andMACOM
Analysis Reports-identifies systems
with potential problems; explains problem and possible impact; offers corrective courses of action; assists in maintaining program on schedule in compliance with regulatory requirements;
• Materiel Release Analysis-supports product assurance requirements;
provides conditional release information; tracks get well plan and events.
• AMMS Point ofColllact Listinglists office symbol and phone number
of the PEO, PM, and 11. Manager for
each AMMS system; updated and published biannually.
In addition to the standard reports,
numerous tailored reports meet the
specific needs of individual offices and
commands. Development of these periodic or ad hoc report requirement can
be accomplished through coordination
with the system proponent or by accessing the AMMS COB.
The online access software program
allows users to develop sy tern schedules; extract fielding, materiel release,
and major decision review point
reports; enter updates directly into the
system; and personally de ign and extract tailored system and summary
management repons.
Requests for the development of new
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recurring repons by MRSA can typically be accommodated wilhin IWO
weeks. Requests for 'pecial, one-lime
eXlmct of information are usually
turned around within two days. The
capability for system users to retrieve
daUl and create unique reports through
remote interface with the AJV1MS will be
greatly enhanced this year as AMMS is
rehosted on an AMDAHL mainframe
computer and the data base is convertcd to th Mod I 204 Relational Data
Base Management System (RDRMS).

Functional Areas Addressed By AMMS
TRANSPORTATION

SUCCESSFUL
FIELDING

System Usage
Like aU data systems, the AMMS is dependent on the timeliness and accumcy of its data. Data may be submitted
via MR A's online update system
(OLUS), the Commodity Command
Standard y tern (CCS ) alllomatic digital. network (AUTO DIN) interface.
computer !ape, hard copy (OA Form
5096-R, Acquisition Management Mile'tone Sy tem), message, letter, or floppy disk. The input formats are available
from Commander, SAMC Materiel
Readiness Support Activity, AMXMOEI, Lexington, KY 40511-5101.
The MRSA OL S allows managers to
emer their chedule, retrieve system informalion, and conduct analyses via a
modem employing toll free or DON accessibility. The PEO communications
y t ms utilize the OLUS procedure to
report directly to the AMMS central da!a
base. Thi merhod is preferred becau e
the user is immediately informed of
data input errors, rejects, and data accept:mce while still connected in the
update mode.
CCS input can be accomplished
through a i tance from the matrixed
M C ILS Office. Input is made to the
C local data base, batch processed
10 ally, and tran mitted to MRSA
through AUTODIN communication
procedures.

Future Enhancements
Numerous fmure enh,ll1cemems are
scheduled for AMMS. Principle among
these are the rehosting to an AMDAHL
mainframe computer and conversion
of the dam base to the Model 204
RDBMS. Many system improvements
recommended by the using community wi II be adopted and programml:d
into the system ommensurate with the
conversion and rehosting process.
An interface with the Logistics Planning and Requirements Simplification
System (LOG PARS) Schedule Advisor
January-February 1993
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Figure 4.
will be developed to provide users the
capability of creating schedules with
the LOG PARS program and simply
producing an extract to upload AMMS.
ew users and interfaces with related
data bases will be evaluated and pursued to increase and improve the coverage of the acquisition process provided by AMMS.
The Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Def nse for Production and Logi tics is in the process of examining
AM"'l for extension to the other services for reporting and tracking nondevelopmental items.

Summary
AMM provides the capability to establi h an acquisition logistics-oriented
schedule which meets regulatory
reporting requirements, identifies the
major events necessary to successfully
develop and field a sustainable item of
equipment/weapons system, tracks the
progress of events, identifies and highlights potential program problems, and
recommends solutions.
The AMMS integrates responSibilities
and actions of the major organizations
involved in an acquisition program and
en ures the)' work to the same agenda.
It serves as an aggregate source of information to analyze the acquisition
process, rcvise policy, and rapidly
respond to requests for information to
suppon studies and inquiries. Planned
enhancements and technological upgrades will further improve its utility
and ability ro assist PMs to conduct

Viable, timely, and economical acquisition logistics progmms.
Additional information regarding
AMMS can be Obtained by reviewing DA
Pamphlet 700-26, AMMS, or contacting
the U AMC Materiel Readines upport
Activity, ATTN: AMXMO-EI, Lexington,
KY 40511-5101, OSI 745-3925, or
commercial (606) 293-3925.

JOHN D. DIXO is chie], Force
/l1odernizatiol'l Management Section, ILS Bmnch, Acquisition Logistics Division, U.S. Army Materiel
Command Materiel Readiness Support Activity. He has a s.s. degree
in aeronautical studiesjrom Embry
Riddle Aeronautical UniVel"sity.
SHERRY ROWE is a senior logisI ics management speCialist, Force
Modernization Management Section. ILS Branch. Acquisition Logislies Division, U.s. Anny /lla/eriel
Command Materiel Readiness Support Activity. be bas a B . degree
iil education jl"Om Buckllell
UJ/iuersit)'.
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CIVILIAN
AAC
MEMBERS
ATTEND
CAREER
MANAGEMENT
WORKSHOP
Nearly 150 civilian members of the
Army Acquisition Corps (AAC) attended an Army Acquisition Career Management Workshop, Ocl. 18-20, 1992, in
Fairfax, VA. Spon ored by the director
of acquisition career management,
Office of the Assistant Secrerary of the
Army (RDA), the workshop was held to
provide a discussion of :lcquisition subjects to assist the attendees understand
their career field. Senior Army leaders
briefed participant on the future of
Army acquisition programs,leadership,
training, education and career planning.
COL Al Greenhou e, deputy director,
acquisition career management, welcomed the attendees, highlighting education, training and experience requirements of the Acquisition Corps. He said,
"We are never going to lift the overall
profes ionalism of the workforce unless we diligently pursue getting our people properly trained and educated, You
have to make that commitment. That
is what we seek from you here LOdaythe commitment that you are going to
insure that tho'e for whom you are
responsible are properly prepared to assume their duties."
Keynote speaker, George E. Dausman,
deputy assistant secret..1ry of the Army
(procurement), provided an informative
pre entation on shaping the workforce
for the future. He discussed tbe goal of
achieving world-class status through
avenues such as best value contracts and
career development. ,.It's never 100 earl y
to begin training your successors. Identify them-maybe not publicly-size
24

LTG William Forster, director of acquisition career management, sponsored the conference.

tbem up and make sure you focus career
development attention on those folks;'
Dausman said.
MG William S. Chen, program executive officer (PEO), Global Protection
Against Limited Strikes, -poke on leadership roles in acquisition. He defined
lc.<Idership as tIle:U1 of influmcing others
to do what you want, He described the
environment in which acquisition leaders must function as one of complex pro-

gr:UllS, consrr.tined resources, burealll:r:Itic processes and diverse organizations.
Chen added thal acquisition leaders need
to hire and train good people, establish
visiOn, be proactive, and influence
decisions.
Chen was followed at the podiul'll by
George WiUiams, PEO Tactical Missiles,
who discu sed the challenges and reW'drd ofbeing a program manager (PM).
He tressed that PMs face challenges

George E. Dausman, deputy assistant secretary of the Army (procurement),
gave the keynote address.
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such as personal problems of staff members, grievances, time and money management, and downsizing. According to
Williams, rewards of being a PM include
career enhancement, service to country, and eeing a well-conceived program
come together. He 'aid, "You make a
difference .. ,I think most of you can tell
your children what you do makes a
difference in the defense of this country."'
Jo eph E. Galbraith, director, civilian
personnel management, U.S. Total Army
Personnel Command, provided a presentatinn on trends in civilian per onnel
management and tips in career planning.
He discussed the effects of downsizing,
such as fewer interns, fewer middle
management jobs, and morc competition for advancement. He appealed to
the attend es to uevelop them elves
through increased knowledge of the
defense business operating fund, total
quality management and through diversity management. Galbraith noted that
leaders need drive, energy, intellect, and
mental and emotional health. He also
cited the benefits of mentorship in iden·
tifying strengths and weaknesses.
Conference sponsor and Director of
Acquisition Career Management LTG
William H. Forster gave the Ilmcheon address. He stressed that the Army must
be t,ained and ready for a decisive victory anytime, anywhere, just as it was
for Operations Desert Shield ;lJld Srorm
and Hurric.cme Andrew. He indicated that
downsizing means not only a smaller
Army, but also demands new ways of
doing things... Be flexible in your thinking. Let's do things right, not just the
,val' we've always done them:' he added.
George T. ingley III, deptlly assisL11lt
secretary of the Army for research and
technology, poke on future technolo·
gies. He stated thar innovation and
creativity are needed across the acqui·
ition spectrum to deal with the growing deficit. He said that risk aversion leads
to excessive audits and functional requirements, more process and less
product, and proposed replacing it with
risk management, Singley also discussed
rechnology insertion and described
the Battlefield Distributed Simulation
Network.
In addition to general session preemations, the AAC workshop featured three seminars provided by Keystone Speakers and Seminars speakers
bureau. Jay Riffenbary, president of
Resource and Investment for Success,
presented "No excuse-A Philosophy
for Success." Thomas E. Martin, direcJanuary-February 1993

Assistant
Secretary of the
Army (Research,
Development and
Acquisition) and
Army Acquisition
Executive
Stephen K.
Conver
presented the
dinner address.
LTG Leo J.
Pigaty, deputy
commanding
general, Army
Materiel
Command,
discussed the
future of AMC.
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LTG Peter A. Kind, director, Information Systems for Command, Control,
Communications and Computers,
briefed attendees on the role of information systems in major acquisition
programs.

lOr of personnel. Abingron chool District, Abingron, PA, led a di cu ion of
diversity managemem, and Barbara
Rudnicki, president, Rudnicki Communication Emerpri e , di cu cd critical
communication.
Assistant ecretary of the Army (Reearch, Development and Acquisition)
and Army Acqui ition Executive tephen
K. Conver presented the dinner addres
on improving the defen e acquisition
proces . He encouraged open cooperation between government and industry noting, however. that "arms-length"
relation are nece sary for bu ine
ethics. Relative to acqui ition stream-

lining efforts he said, "The peed of the
acquisition process and the quality of
that process are not indeed mutually exclusive." Conver recommended that attendee shift their focus from process
to product, and said, "Never 10 'e sight
of the facr that our reason for being is
to field equipment to the American 01clier. It is a olemn responSibility."
LTG Leo]. Pigaty, deputy commanding
general, Army Materiel Command
(AMC), opened the final day of the conference with remarks on the future of
AMC. He aid that future needs will include logistics power projection, uch
a the Army di played during Operations Desert Shield and torm and Hurricane Andrew' and technology generation and application. He urged his
audience to challenge constraining and
detailed requirements. Pigaty emphasized that even during the turmoil of
re haping, AAC members must maintain

Deputy Assistant Secretary of the
Army (Plans, Programs and Policy)
Keith Charles provided a presentation
on the Army acquisition budget.

Sheila Helm,
deputy director,
civilian personnel
management,
PERSCOM
participated in an
acquisition career
panel.
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a vision of sustaining and supporting
the force so that the Army will be ready
should "another De ert torm" occur.
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army
(Plans, Program and Policy) Keith
Charles provided an informative presentation on the Army acquisition budgel. Charles noted that he uppons manpower reductions primarily through attrition, and reducing the budget primarily in accounts which don't impact the
workforce. Said he: "It i very hard to
take a demoralized workforc -military
or civilian-and make it very productive." Charles also stressed that proposed
technical changes need to be carefully
weighed against pay-offs on the balllefield to avoid costs which don't deliver.
Dr.]ames Edgat; assist:tnt deputy director, acqui ition career managemem, followed with a briefing on managing the
workforce. H addressed everal topics,
including implementation of the Defense
Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act,
functional career boards, and acquisition functions.
Other conference highlights indudd an overview of training assets available at the University ofTexa Institute
for Advanced Technology (lAT), presented by Dr. Jerry Davis, !AT assist:tnt director, and a seminar on effective communication, led by Dr. John A. Daly from
the College of Communications at the
niver ity of Texas.
In addition, George Dausman chaired
a panel discussion on issues uch as the
importance oflong and shon term training for a quality acquiSition corp,
reduction-in-force procedures, and AAC
and career field certification.
An overview of the role of information systems in major acquisition program wa provided by LTG Peter A.
Kind, director, Information System for
Command, Control, Communicationand Computers. He Slres ed the value
of determining software needs in advance, to allow customized design. He
said that the Army lnteroperability Network can save time, money, and risk by
testing software to determine whether
it will do wha.t the user wants.
LTG Forster closed th conference, expre ing his dedication to a ptofessional,
unified Acqui ition Corps. He said that
in c.'Cchange for members' be t efforts,
imagination and innovation, the corps
will provide them growth opportunitie. Forster encouraged participants to
"share the wealth" by passing on the
information they had gained to AAC
members at their home tations.
January-February 1993

Computer-Aided Design . ..

CAN
COMPUTERS
"LEARN"
TO WORK
WITH
USERS?
By Dr. Doris Shaw
and DerShung Yang
Introduction
The modern architect has abandoned
manual de ign in favor of the powerful capabilities offered by computeraided d ign (CAD). The U.S. Army Corp
of Engineers, re ponsiblc for a multimillion dollar annual construction program, is no e.xception. The corps has
:ldopted lmergraph's MicroStation as its
standard CAD equipment and this system i now u ed to design construCtion
projects for the Atmy and Air Force.
As CAD systems become more
sophisticated, they include fearures
that appeal to broader interests. While
all of these options make the systems
responsive to a larger marker. they also
complicate the design task for some
users. Inexperienced u ers cannot comprehend and effectively use all of the
CAD functions withom training and e.xtensive hands-on practice, Experienced
users have to learn a new set of options
each tinle a CAD updated version is
January-February 1993

released. As a result, the CAD system
may not be u ed to its full porellliai.
One way to improve this situation is
to facilitatc communication between
the computcr and user. And since archi[ects think and work in :t gr:lphic enI'ironmcnt, what beller way to communicate than grJphically? Thc ,5 Army
Construction Engineering Research
LaboralOries ( SACERL) is developing
a systel11to help CAD progr:ullS "understand" the user's intent by recognizing
objects drawn on the screen. The system takes advamage of neul<tlnetwork
technology and allows the user and
computer to interact for faSter, 1110re a
CUl<lte design work.

Talking With Computers
tn opcrating any computer progr:tffi,
the user I11l"t lype in words that mean
something to the computer or the machinc responds wilh classic phr:lses
such as 'Abort, RCtry. or fail." Elller-

ing correct commands usually involves
some degree of searching and guessing,
which leads to frustration. Even programs Wilh menus can be difficult to
work through when they have the
number of options available in CAD.
Among MicroStalion's options are
"cell Iibr:lries" thaI contain images
'uch as "wall sections" and "shower
staib" that will be used in lhe design.
These cells allow the architect to select
pre-drawn componellls rJther than rccreating each one anew-one of CAD's
big advantage.
Knowing where each design element
resides in the system is an exercise in
memory. The corps, \vhich uses staodan! design components, has over
1.000 cells in 16 different libraries in its
on-line 'tandards Manual. Each standard design element has certain infor,
mation associated with ir.
1fan ar hitcct anempts to draw :Ul
image rather than use the standard one,
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Double Hinged Door

Shover Plan

Figure 1.
Examples of "learned" cells.

y
Shover Plan

Double Hinged Door

Figure 2.
Examples of correctly identified cells.

the new image will not convey the correct meaning to other participants in
the design. on-standard or incorrect
information may lead to construction
disasters. So corps users have 110 choice
but to search out the swnd:trd design
element. Finding it may involve scroll·
ing through several menus or trying 10
remember which library LO check.
An easier way to u'e the library cells
would be to let the user sketch the
image on the screen and have the
computer recognize it. The slOred image that come do est [() matching the
user's draWing would be presented for
selection. This concept was the basis
for USACERL's object recognirion system. The gmt] was lO have the computer
understand what the user drew, which
then would trigger an appropriate response-in thi case. retrieval of the
corresponding image in the standard
cell Iibrnries.

Neural Networks That
Recognize Objects
Ifit is to "learn" what the user is trying lO represent, the com pUler must bt
able 10 recognize tht objtct drJwn on
the screen. To provide this recognition, USACERL developed a progr.lm
using MicroStation Ol:ve!opmellt Language (MOL-a C bngu;(ge) to imple28

ment a neural net \\'ork embedded in
MicroSt:ttion.
Neur;tl networks atlemptlO simulate
one of the W'd)'S people learn: recognizing patterns that are repeated in a 'eries of examples. For inst:ll1ce. to young
children, the lellerS band d appear the
same. After seeing man)' examples of
each leller, they learn LO differel1liate
helween them, even though Ihey may
!lot realize how Lhey learned it or be
ahle to explain how the lellers are
shaped.
Neural nets are upposed ro hehan:
in much the same wav. Sincc there is
lillie understanding I()r how the human
brain proceS'e' inform:\[ion. the hest
programmers can do is design compUler systems that appear to give similar outcomes. The computn does rhis
by taking input. assigning values. making ealeulat"ions. evaluating the results.
and comparing the findings with pre"jous experience.
To understand USACERL"s program,
it i' necc's,lry to be f"miliar with Ihl:
basic principles of neur::t1nclworks. A
hrief Q\'erview is ghTn below: a detailed discussion of this science i, be,'ond Lhe scope of this article.

Basics of Neural Networks
eural network technology has
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been around for more than three decades, In essence, Lhe network is
trnined by showing it correct examples.
Then it compares new examples with
the ones Ihat it can recognize. If the
pallerns match. the new example is
recognized and the trdining is rein·
forced by having one more example
of the correct pattern. If the palterns
do not match, the example is not
recognized.
In a neural network, there are many
"neurons," which are essentially simple processors that can accept input
and give outputS, Between neurons are
"connections" that carry .numeric
value, called "weights." which roughly signify the correlation between twO
neurons. These weights determine
whether or nOt Ihere is a match.
Neurnl networks mimic this n'pe of
learning by executing many nnthematical algorithms that ha"e been programmed in. For pra tical use. these
calculations require the large memorie
and high processing speeds available
with today's computer technologv. A
these more sophisticated computer
have emerged. the possibilities for neural networks have exploded.

The Zipcode Network
Researchers at AT&T in 1989 de"eloped a neural nerwork that can recognize handwritten zip ode digits. Be·
cause of its abilitv to handle hand,,,rillen symbols-which would be
similar 10 recognizing hand-drawn
CAD images -il ",as seleCled as the basis for CSACERLs object recognilion
program.
One dr.l\vback 10 using the Zipcode
Net is its inability to recognize im~tges
when the" are nOl placed correcth·.
To O\'ercomc thi problem. the sl'stem
was trainnl with four yersions of the
images that h:t"e been normalized in
size and location. each rotated 90
degrees. These four positions are the
ones used most often in CAD. It should
be noted thar the Zipcode :'\et can
··generalize.'· That is. can recognize objects rotated b~' an~' angle close 10 one
of the multiples of90 degrees. To build
in greater sensiti,·ity. the system could
be lr.lined with objens rotated in -±;
degree incremellls.

The Prototype
l'SACERL's cell recognition system
for i\licroStation has three parts.
The first part detl:rmines where the
USl'r is working ~Illd capt ures the screen
January~February
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image urrounding thc work are:l.
The ~econd pan feed. the <.:aplUred
screen image to the Zipcodc I et for
recognition. The Zipcode Net then
returns the indexes to the two cells
that are most similar to what lhe user
ha drawn. The third part uses lhe e
indexes to bring the cell to the user's
allention.
The Zij code Net was programmed to
be eXlernallO 1\licro ration with communication via a me sage-passing protocol. In thi way, the Zip<':ol1e Net can
run <.:oncurrently with MicroSlation
and avoid ·ignifi<.:ant time delays for
proce 'sing.

Capturing User-Drawn
Objects
To be useful, the program has to allow the USCI' to dr.I'" fredy in a design
window on the CAD system. Suppos\:
the user dra\ys thn:e circles and four line
scgmcnts in the window. Whkh group
of circles and lines would constit ute the
object? The entity lhat the user i currently manipulating is obl'iou 'Iy part of
the object. However, whal are lhe Olher
partS of the object'
Two. pecial characterislics associated with lhe CAD de 'ign proccs, offered
clues to this question. First, cells (objects) tend to be placed regionally. Therefore, entitie close to the one the user
i manipulating are considered part of
the object. This characteristic is called
"spatial proximit y." Second, AD uscors
tend to finish drJwing one objcct hefore st:lrling another, Thb "temporal
proximit(' sugge tS that emities dr:twn
recently should Ix: included as the ohject.
The program does a ,eri<.:s of mathematical calculations that Lake the,e t \YO
char:lct<:rislics imo account. Thl:' image
ddined by the rt:sults i captured. It i,
then cOllVt:rted into a <j l:l X -IR pi xd hilnl:lp image. convertcod to a sr;tndard ~ize.
and placed in the center of the input area
before being fed into the Zipcode r--'et.

Displaying the Cells
After the neural net returns the two
cells that most closdy resemble the captured image, the program
bring up the cells automaticall y. II' the
user thinks one of these cells is correct,
he or she seleCl~ that cd!. which i displayed on a "bullon," Each hullon ,hown
is hooked to a special functiollth:u CUl
alllomatically load the library, :lcti\':lle
the cell shown, and itwoke the" PLACE
CELL" conunand, The user does llot eVt:n
halT to know where the cell i~ 10c:1tindexe~ for
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I'd. However, the user can he hown
where the cell resides ifhe or she wams
LO kno\v for future use,
The currelll prototypc program can
recognize 23 cells that are used often
in architeclllmi floor plan design, The
ne LU<l I network was t['.tined to recognize
these objects. Figure I shows images that
the user drew and Figure 2 shows the
corresponding learned cells that were
recogn ized correct] y.

Understanding Between
Humans and Computers
One way thaI people learn to understand each other is Lhrough "creating
shared me:lIlings:' ResC'.Irch suggest Lhat
these ~hared meanings depend on ha\'ing o\'erlapping experiences, nor on
having exactly the same illlerpretations
of sj'mbols or using the "correct" symbols. It is quite possible for IWO people
to have somewhat different meanings
when Lhey hear the word "car:' but lO
h:n'e enough comlllonality to produce
cffectil'e behaviors in cerwin contexts.
if someone shouts "Car'" at a person
crossing the Street. almost C\-eryone
would respond by moving quickly to
the nearest curh. In COlllrasl, a person
asked how long it take:, to go from
point A to poinl B by car might have a
\'ariable answer, depending on the individual interprcotation of the word
"car" (e.g .. a Porsche or a Modd T),
These fine distinctions in meaning are
sufficient for some purposes btll not for
others.
It i, unlikely thar a computer can I'Xperiencco a picture in the same w;ty a
person docs. To a computer. a graphic
is a collection of coordinales. points.
~ntl

rult:s organized in

~l

particu!;:a[

~C~

quence in an idelllified place. in
m\:mory. \X'ith this information, the
computer can produce an image that
:l per~on can recognize a, a specific
object. The persoll can draw an object \vhich the computer COI1\'CrtS to
coordinate~. points, and rules and
stores them in ~equence, If the person
and the m:lchine are to share the meaning ofa graphic, the experience of the
graphic wilillodoubt he different But
if the user can show the computer the
object he or she is thinking of and lhe
compUler can locate the ohject, dispIal' it for the USl,(,'S sdection, and
retril'\T it. :In "undersl:lI1ding" has
taken place.

encounter problems when they allempt
to manually construct objects they
would like to use in a design. The objcct-recognition system being developcd by USACERL c:ln recognize images that the user sketches on the
screen; it then retrieves the two objects
that look most like what h:ls been
sketched and :llIow the u er to s lect
the appropriate one. The object i
placed into the de~ign automatically.
This method of retrieving cells of~ rs
a comfortable option to users in that it
is much like communicating witholher
humans. The system could el'eJUual1y
be trained to recognize the user' p:lttern of cell usage, which would incre:tse thc "pannering" opportunitie
e\'en more.
The object-recognition system is
curreml)' a prototype th:lt can recognize 23 cells_ Eventu:llly, the 'j' telll will
be able to recognize an~' sct of cells as
"trained" hI' the user.
For more' information. contact the
authors at
ACERL. p.o. Box 900-,
Champaign,lL 61826-9005, telephone
(217)373-6729 or (21-)3;2-6; 11, extenion .\61.

DH. DORIS SHAH" i a prillcipal
i/lI'e 'figator for Ihe Archirectuml
Desil!,!! al/(I _lIclliagelllelll Team al
L' /iCERL. SIJeIJasaPb.D. inectucatio/wl tecIJllologyfrom tIJe Cnieersit)' of fIIinois.
DERSHU,\'C };'-!.\,C is a stuclenl
cOlltraclor at C ."JCERL frOIll tbe
Cllil'ersit)' of fllillois. He sel'l'es {is
elJl associate inl'estigator 011 D,:
SbCl II , 's lealll alld is purslling a
Ph D. ill comjJl/ter seiel/ce al tbe
{'lIil'ersity. specializillg ill illdl/cli/'(.' lIIochille learl/illg.
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PROGRAM
EXECUTIVE
OFFICERGLOBAL
PROTECTION
AGAINST
LIMITED STRIKES,
ARMY
PEO-GPALS
MG William .c. Chen hold a
B.S.E. degree in engineering
mathematics and an M.S.E. degree
in aeronautictl and a lronautica!
engineering from the Uni\'ersity of
Michigan. He ,lisa holds an M, B.A.
degree from Aubllm University. His
milil:l,ry educ:ttion includes thc Air
Command and Staff ollege, Defen 'e y 'ten1S Managemem College.
and the Industrial College of lhe
Armed Forces.
MG William S.C. Chen
Chen is the first program executive officer, Global Protection Againsl Limited Slrikes (PEO-GPALS)
for the Department of the Army, The newl)' csLablished PEO-GPAL
is re pon ible for the development, aC(Juisition and suppon for
Army theater and national missile defense progr:am-.
Chen assumes this assignment after haVing sen'ed as Ihe commanding general, U.S, Army Mis 'ile Command (MICOM), RedstOne
Arsenal, AL. During Operations Desert Shield and Storm, he directed
,"lICOM's acquisition and logistics upport of Arol)' mi,sile )'stems
in Ihe largest deployment and comb:1l u'e, ever, of Arm~' missiles
by,S. forces. He has had experience in the oper:llionaluse, progmm management, 'ystems acquisition management and logislics
support of missile and air defense programs,
Other key assignmenls h,lVe included: director of program management o\'ersighl and assiSL'Ult deputy for systems management, Office
of the ASA(RDA); depUly director for weapons systen1S in the former
Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff for RO&A, now ASA(RDA); operations research analySt, Program Analysi and Evalualion Directorate, Office of the Chief ofSraff, Arm)'; Lactical officer WashingtonBallimore North American Air Defense Command (NORAD) Control
Center/Army Air Defen command Po t; battery officer, NIKE
HERCULE ; project manager, CHAPARRAL; and project manager,
Division Air Defen e Gun; and program anal}'s!. ll1lernational
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GROUND BASED RADAR
The Ground Based Radar project, managed by
the U.S. Army Strategic Defense Command, consists of a family of modular radars to support Iheater
as well as global ballistic missile defense syslems,
The project is in the demonstration/validation
phase and radars are planned for use al White
Sands Missile Range, NM, and the U.S, Army
Kwajalein Atoll in the Cenlral Pacific,

Logisli Direclorate, Office of the ecrerary of Deknst: (Manpower,
lle erve Affairs and Logi tic). hen ha also taught weapo." y'tem acquisition and projt:cl management at the Defen 'e SY!>lems
Management ollege. His overse:t'> 3>signmt:nts have included Korea,
Vietnam, TIlailand and Laos. hen i a recipient of the Distingt.i hed
ervice Medal, Legion of Meril, Bronze Slar ~Iedal with O'lk Leaf
CluSler,JoiOl Services Commendation Medal with Oak Leaf CI uMer
and Army Commend:llion Medal with Oak Leaf lu ler.
hen's management philosoph)' is based on dect:l1lraJi7.ed management and total quality mamlgement. "I believe in decemr:IJized management. at the same tin1t: ct:ntraJized dirc::t:(joll. llik~ to illlcrrdart:

and communicate with my senior le\'el manager>, I\'e found through
experience, that wilh this approach, J can betler lIndcrsLand lhem
and they can beuer unLierstand my direction.

r ~llso believe jn

tht,

need for detailed planning and attention to detail. Underlying this
decli.led process. regardless ofLhe task, question ,rre r.tised, unknown.>
~lre raised, This allows u to foeu- on filling the hole' and arriving
at solUlions. If you don't do Ihis detailed look, man:'gers will not
know if the)' ha\'e problems, I also belie\'e in Ihe principles ofTQM.
nderlying Ihis, we need 10 first underst:md the processe we're
working with, so we can 'treamline these processes and provide
for cominuous impro\·ement. We C'dI1 Ihen have:1 good undeTht:lnding
of the custOmer and attain custOmer sati faction. FrequeOlly in a
large organization such as ours, we are our own customers,"

Missions and Ol"ganization

.

Thc Army PEO-GPALS W,IS established onJuly 29, 1992, as a reSlIh
of ,I memor:mdum ofagreemem between the dire tor of the SIr:Itegic Defense InitiaLive Organi7~1lion (SDIO) and the sen'i 'e '. This
agreemeOl strengthened the U.S, Army's ongoing commitment to
the traLegic Defense Iniliative effort to coumer the threat ofbal'
Iistic missile attack.
The PAL ar hite ture consists ofthe:ner missiledeft:nse, national missile defense and glob:11 mi ile defense segment>. The
Arm)' is a major player in Ihe'ller missile defen e and national missile defen e, including support of the:: initial deploymetll of a limited
defense system for the cOOlinental niled tate.
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GROUND BASED INTERCEPTOR
Building on successful Army lechnotogy for
hit·to·kill intercepts in space, the PEO·GPALS
is prepared to initiate competition for
demonstration and validalion of a GBI system.
The effort includes an option to fabricate and
deploy developmental interceptors at an initial
national missile defense site. The objective of
the demonstration/validation program is to
produce a cost·effeclive. hit·to-kill, non·
nuclear interceptor that can deslroy long·
range strategic warheads in space; while at
the same time provide a continual infusion of
advanced technology to guarantee growth
and flexibility for the future.
Formation ofa eparate Arm}' PEO-GPAL ~in,s th~s~ SOI-fund~d
program crnpha~is within the: Army ;Icljuisition ~lnl(..·lurt:. h also
pUIS acquisilion of all I he Army GPALS elel11~nts under a single organiz:uion thaI works directly with the SOlO GPALS g~ncral manager.
Wh~n SOlO shifted its focus from deterring a single ma . 'ive Sm'icl
mi"i1e altlCk 10 providing protection against limited ballisric mi,sile
strik~s. the Ann(s missile imerc~plor and sensor proj~cts remain~d
key ~icm~nl, in lhe GPALS cenario.
hen directs a headquarters staff at rhe Arlington. VA. locarion
and th~ remaining bulk of hi PEO ·taff in Hums,-ille. AL.

Ground·Basl·d

Dr. Bennie H. Pinckie)'
SFAE·GPL·GST
HuntSville. AL 35807

Surv~i1lance

Tracking Srst~m

Theater Missile Defense
Acting
Program l\lanager-

THAAD

ARMY PEO-GPALS GROUP
PEO

Chid.
Program Coordination

and Liai

'011

MG William S.c. Chen
AR~lY PEO GPALS
ArlingLUn. \'A 22215-1686
COL William Facknn
SFAE-GPL
Arlingron. VA 22215-1686

PM OFFICES
National Missile Defense
Jerry W. Cavender
Arm)' Nalional Mis i1e Oefense
HunlS'·ille. AL 3580-

ACling
Program Manager·

Project Managers
Ground Based
Imerceptor
Ground Based IUdar

Regional Oper:lrion
enlcrt omlllunicmioll
Sit~

Development
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J.c. Katech is
SFA E·G PL·G BI
Huntsville. AL 35807
COL William W. R"an
SE<\E·GPL·GBR
HUI1lsvilic. AL 35807
Lawrence A. Tubbs
SFAE·GPL·ROC
Huntsville, AL 35807
COL Warren Higgins
FAE·GPL·SD
HuntS\'i1Ie, AL .H80-

PATRIOT

ERINT

CORPS SAM

Alan O. Sherer
Army Theater Mi iJe O~fense
SFAE-GPL'fMD
Hum ville. AL 3580'
Project Managers
COL W. Fred Kilgore
SFAE·GPVrHA
Huntsville, AL 35 07
COL Jam~s E. Gustine
SFAE-GPL-PA
Hunt,,·ilk. AL 35807
Joseph BUlkr
FAE-GPL·ERT
Huntsville, AL 35807
COL Richard A. 13l:lck
SFAE-GPL-SM
Huntsville. AL 35807

Product Manager
LTC Alan Hammond
SFAE-GPL-EAD
Hunts,-ille, AL 35807

TESTBED

Office Chiefs
All ROW

ADJU 'CT SENSORS

Dr. Michael HolrG:llnp
SFAE-GPL·ARW
Huntsville. AL 35807
harks Rayner
SFAE-GPL·AJS
Huntsville, AL 35807

• Program managers are serying in :111 acting capacit r until approval
of the PEO·GPALS organization_
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Army Theater Missile Defense Elements
PATRIOT
PATRIOT is a combat-proven, air defense system capable of countering aircraft, cruise missiles and tactical ballistic missiles. A cornerstone of the
Army's high and medium altitude air defense architecture, It is now also an integral part of the GPALS architecture as
well. Phased improvements to the PATRIOT radar and missile will provide Increased lethality and expand defended
areas against tactical ballistic missiles
and improve performance against cruise
missiles and aircraft. These improvements are part of the PATRIOT Advanced
Capability Three program being managed by the GPAL8-PEOand will ensure
that PATRIOT maintains its edge over the
advancing air and missile threat well
into the future.

EXTENDED RANGE INTERCEPTOR
(ERINT)
The ERINT is a small, agile, hit-to-kill missile wilh an active
seeker, It is a candidale for integration into the PATRIOT Air
Defense Syslem to provide enhanced lethality and firepower against a variety of targets, The ERINT launch canister
will be compatible with the PATRIOT launcher, but will hold
four times the number of missiles, Thus, the ready missile
inventory is increased without increasing the force structure,
The first two of eight ERINT flight tests were successfully completed in June and August 1992. Guided tests against ballistic tactical missile targets are on tap later and will be followed
by tests against an aircraft-like drone and maneuvering missile targets.

THEATER HIGH
ALTITUDE AREA
DEFENSE
(THAAD)
The THAAD weapon system
will be capable of defending
critical military assets, troops
and civilian population
areas, It will provide an area
defense against tactical ballistic missiles at high altitudes, furnishing an "uppertier" overlay to lower-tier air
defense systems. The transportable THAAD system,
now entering a 48-month
demonstration/validation
program, will consist of missiles, launchers, battle
management/command,
control and communications
and intelligence units, system common hardware, and
a ground based radar
(TMD-GBR),
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CORPS SAM
In the far term, GPALS calls for the addition of a corps level surface-ta-air missile defense
system. Now in the concept definition phase, CORPS SAM will be a survivable, lethal,
highly mobile/transportable surface-to-alr missile system with a high firepower-to-manpcmer
ratio that can be deptoyed with forward, contingency or reinforcing forces. CORPS SAM
will be effective against a variety of tactical missiles such as ballistic missiles, air-tosurface missiles, and anti-radiation missiles. It can also be used against air-breathing
threats such as fixed and rotary wing aircraft, cruise missiles and unmanned aerial ve·
hicles. Plans call for CORPS SAM to enter the active Army inventory around the turn
of the century.

ARROW
The ARROW Missile, an antitactical missile interceptor, is
undergoing development by
the US. and Israel. This missile is shown being fired from
a test range in Israel 10 test the
stability of the missile. Further
tests of the ARROW are scheduled during the next year. The
ARROW missile program is
being jointiy funded by the U.S.
and Israel.
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THE ARMY
ACQUISITION
CORPS:
A CAREER
DECISION
FOR
CAPTAINS
By CPT Dan Cottrell
The que tion i why a captain who
ha uccessfully completed command,
is proud of his branch, and enjoys serving with soldier should consider a career change? One that would take him
from everything he knows and place
him in a field where it appears the ink
hasn't dried yet.
This is what I hope to explore and
satisfactorily answer within the context
of thi article. An article which, in reality, is a written rationale of the decision
I made.

Personal Reasons
Personal reasons to consider the
Army Acqui ition Corp (AAC) will obviou ly vary with each individual. For
me, it was the opportunity to be challenged in a new and different manner.
1was not bored wid) my basic branch of
Armor. However, since my enlistment
in the Army in 1979 all 1 ever wanted
to do was 10 command a Cavalry Troop.
Having done that successfully, I was in
"earch of a new goal 10 strive for.
January-February 1993

The goal ofsquadron/battalion command seemed distant and uncertain. I
wanted to know of other possibilities
which could provide me with a path
tOward a new goal, one as exciting and
compelling as troop command.
I feel the AAC affords me that goal.
It allows me I he chance to be in the
forefront of an entirely new program
encompassing all brdnche of the military. It also permits a chance to be first
in something new. This is an opportunity I enjoy.
There are some potential professional reasons for considering the AAe.
However, I can honestly say that in a
time of transition within the Army, it
would be beyond my abilities to layout
an accurate assessment of all these reasons. [ can say that from my perspective, the mere existence of a new corps
offers exciting horizom for an Army
career.
Additionally, in the legislation which
created the AAC, Congress provided
guidance on career progression for AAC

officers. This specifies the time reqUired in acqui ition assignmems necessary for consideration for "Critical
Acquisition Positions."
Professionally, I feel that there are
two ways to serve soldiers. One is the
traditional career track leading to command at higher levels. A second, and I
believe equally important, i that of a
leader-manager in the Acqui ition
Corps. This involves managing systems
toward the goal of placing the fine t
equipment in the hands of our soldiers.

A Candidate's View of the AAC
"Objective. Develop a dedicatedpool
oJbigblyqualified military and civilian acquisition specialists toJill designated critical acquisition positions
wbile ensuring that tbe development
oj systems /'eJlects a balance between
keen regardJor operational realities
and technical knowledge." - (PER COM Info Paper dated April 30, (991)
What this means to me is that the
AAe is an integrative approach. It uses
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noth military officers and civilians to
ensure quality systems are developed
for the Army of the fUlllre. By combining a military officer's operational experience and the technical expertise of
civilians, this goal should certainly be
achieved.
This is an opportunity to work in an
area of great importance to the Army.
An area which encourdges professional development in many ways. Membership en ure opporwnity for technical
enrichment urpassing anything an
officer could ever previou Iy hope for.
The AAC provides a unique opportunity to complement tanical with
technical proficiency. This is done by
combining the skill developed
through eight years of progre ive
branch as ignments resulting in branch
qualification and the future tactical
training which service schools provide,
with a technical proficiency in the systems of the future. Tbis is the optimal
opporlunity to earn the title of a "tactically and technically proficient
officer."

The Decision Process
The decision process to join the AAC
begins with the assignment of a functional area (FA). I was assigned Re earch
and Development (FA51). While awaiting word of my functional area duty assignment, I wa made the proverbial
"offer I couldn't refuse," a chance to go
back to school for an MBA.
Many would jump at this. I had to
think. As with all opportunities, there
is a COSt involved as well. The duty
commitment of five years and six
month was insignificant. The real COSt
was uncertainty. Representing the Armor Branch and developing weapon
system in the AAC sounded exciting.
However, I was uncertain of a career
path outside of Armor.
A driving force toward my consideration of the AAC was a,conversation
with omeone I consider m)' OlemaI'.
He said that, "we need people likc Dan
Cottrell in acquisition. We need people
who understand the soldier's perspective when it comes to acquiring and developing equipment for the Army of
the future." Hearing that from a most
respected source, feeling my talents
wcre needed and always eager for ;1
challenge, I jumped aboard.
Gerring into an MBA Program for the
fall, during late spring, was not easy,
The assistance of thc education folks:1I
PERSCOM was tremendous. The Un i34

versity of Alahama', MBA Program staff
was extremely helpful and eager for me
to succeed, This was hoth necessary
and appreciated under Ihe circumstances I faced,
Almo t immediately my commitment to this endeavor was severely lested. After scrambling 10 take the GMAT
and get all required forms processed,
I was on my way,
The challeoge was more than I ever
thought it would be, My first seme tel'
resulted in ex;lctly one and a half days
off. School or school work consumed
the remainder of my time, I longed for
a return to the 200 days in the field I
wa accustomed to,
My family was challenged as well. It
is one thing to be gone to the field; it
is quite another to be at home, bUI very
busy. If it were not for a supportive
Army family, wiJling to make acrifice ,
thi chaJlenge might well have lipped
into the "too hard to do box."
I feel confident in the anal)'ticaltechniques and backgrouud my education
provide me. I am also confident that
my profe sional experience has well
prepared me to appreciate the effects
of equipment deci ions on the le,'el
they impact rna I, the oldieI'. I am excited to be a candidate for a corps with
requirements spelled out in its own
Congre sional legislation (The Defense
Acquisition Workforce Impro\'(~ment
Act).
With all these pOSitives how could
anyone be apprehensive? If you were
not, you would be less than truthful
with yourself. A career change is ah....a\'s
a difficult deci ion, Some apprehension is a natural consequence of thi .
Howe"er, an officer should explore
different contexts by which he or she
should complete their cateer.
I believe that the AAC is the appropriate context for the remainder of my
Army career, I wish to be part of what
LtG Cianciolo Iretired former director
of Am)y acquisition career management I
vividly described a an' 'exciting program and an exciting field,"
I also know that the hardest adjustment I have to m:lke is being away from
soldiers, I take counsel in [he fact that
my efforts in [he AAC will focus on
m;tking belle I' equipmenl for these
soldier-. This will enable them [0 do
their mission to higher and safer
standards.
~Iy commilmentlO the soldie~ with
whom I h:l,'e had the honor of serving
has been a major source of my I11mi,';!-
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lion, A commitment 10 excellence. and
not a,king oldier. to do . omething r
am not willing to do my elf. are tandards I bring with me. From all I ha"e
read and hcen told. this i whalthe MC
wants.

Conclusion
.\1)' decision to become an Acqubition Corps candidate required a lot of
oul earching. [','e attempted to detail
the v:criables J considered.
To attcmpt to define Ihe Q\'erall process in how I made m,' decision, I had
to draw from se,'eral source and I till
fell short. I find it sufficient 10 ay that
it wa deci ion making under uncertainty with a hea,'y reliance upon intuition or, in other words. a "gut feeling:'
:\>Iy deci ion to become an Me candidate i ao altempt at finding and
selecting an optimal alternati"e, I believe Ihal to do otherwise. in mauer'
concerning my career. would be a diser\'ice both to me and the Arm,'.
The confidence gained by u ing
sound reasoning and good analvsis is
hampered only b~' the uncertainty of
the future. I am operating ,,'ith the
frame of mind that my operational experience and ad"anced education are
the 1001s. and the MC i the optimal
alternative among competing opponunitie . [ look forward to the challenge
ahead'

CPT DA.\' COTTRELL is Ibe A.-tC
FllllcliOllal A rea 51 ,'apIaillS assiglllIIenls officer al PER CO.! 1, He ba_,
sen'eel bolb elllisled alld cOllllllissiolled er!'ice ill CAREL R Ca{'alJy IIl1ils. Illcluded alllong bi - {'ariOilS assiglllllents i -cOIJIIJIGIld of111'0
ullits ill tbe IItb A 1'1110 red Ca{'alr)'
Regilllent. CPT Collrell is a 1991
gradllale oflbe .l[alldersoll Gradllale Scbool of Bllsilless al tbe L'lIi!'ersil.\' Of Alabama.
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Introduction
The Army ciellCe and Technology
Program in soldier uPPOrt is designed
to enhance the soldier's winning edge
with the u e of state-of-the-art equipment and technology. Of paramount importance to the succe s of this science
and technology is the development of
the soldier system concept and the asociated military benefits spawned from
modern technology.
The oldier ystem consi ts of the individual soldier and the items or "component elements" that the individual
oldi r wears, carries and consumes. The
chief of taff of the Army ha expanded the definition to include aU item and
equipment that support the living and
working conditions of soldiers in the
field.
All the multiple components of the
oldier stem-the programs, organization, ystem, technologies, and oldier
types-interact and interrelate. Although
the component elements are not as tightly
interrelated as they would be in a traditional equipment "system," the interrelations and interacti.ons among the elements are ufficientIy linked, in purpose,
function, and expenditures, to justify
treating this aggregation as a major integrated sy tern. The e timated funds
pent by the Army on the components
of what we have defined as a "soldier
ystem" are 5278 million per year in
research and development.

Natick's Role
Numerous organizations and players
at all level affect the definition process
and the related development and acquiition of soldier system equipment and

DEVELOPING
THE
FUTURE
SOLDIER
SYSTEM
By Thomas A. Sklarsky
clothing. The mission of the U.S. Army
Natick Research, Development and Engineering (ROE) Center, atick, MA, includes the technical development of individual equipment (such as the load
bearing vest, laser and ballistic protective eyewear, sleeping system, field pack,
and other items) and the efficient integration of every item (he soldier carries,
including items de\'e1oped at other Army
research facilitie .
Not only is the Army faced with
the challenge of managing a macroengineering project consisting of re-

search and development of ubsystems,
material management, llll10vative military engineering, and inter-facility coordination, but managing it in light of
changing global environment and rapidly advancing technologies. nderstandably, the soldier system is in transition and still developing.

SIPE
The challenge for aU those involved
in soldier support is to meet the goal of
enhancing the operational effectiveness
of the force, while providing effective

The challenge
for all those involved
in soldier support
is to meet the goal
of enhancing
the operational effectiveness of the force,
while providing
effective threat protection
and improved survivability
for the individual soldier.
January-February 1993
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threat protection and improved survivability for the individual soldier. With
increased emphasis on low-intensity
conflict worldwide, immediate attention
must be placed on flexible, multifunctional soldier systems to support
a variety of challenges. To accomplish
these goals, the Narick RDE Center is
leading an ambitious project, the Soldier
Integrated Protective Ensemble (SIPE).
The SIPE is a science and technology
program, based on the concepts and
capabilities for future systems outlined
in the Soldier Modernization Plan. The
objective ofSIPE is to develop, fabricate,
and demonstrate a modular, head-to-toe
individual fighting system for the ground
soldier. The system provides improved
combat effectiveness and enhanced
survivability by providing protection
against multiple battlefield hazards.

Advanced Technology
Demonstration
Results of these efforts are being evaluated following an advanced technology demonstration at Fort Benning,
GA which was completed on Dec. 4.
Data collection is the responsibility
of the atick RDE Center. Representing
the Training and Doctrine Command
(TRADOC) is the U.S. Army Infantry
School, Fort Benning, GA.
Due to the lack of a complete set of
soldier system capability requirements,
the current process to prioritize the
technology for the oldier system has
been primarily technology driven. The
current Soldier Modernization Plan,
combined with the Army Science and
Technology Master Plan, represents a
road map for addressing the concept of
the soldier system.
Virtually aLI the technologies in the
Army cience and Technology Master
Plan, if developed to a sufficiently mature
level, could enhance soldier system
capabilities. In practicality, however,
some technologies are likely to play
a dominant role in the near term,
such as chemical and biological sensors,
expert systems, light weight power for
electronics, materials such as composites, and microelectronics and optoelectronics.
Other technologies that are unlikely
to mature sufficiently soon to enhance
the olelier's capabilities in the near term
include artificial intelligence, biomateriais, micro-climate cooling, modeling
and simulation for the integrated soldier,
pharmacologic aspects of neuroscience,
variable complex task robotics, and

It is possible
to build upon
the existing
technology,
both within
and outside the Army,
to considerably
enhance
the soldier's
capabilities
in the near term.
biomaterials for chameleon-like
camouflage.

Expansion and Integration
Expansion and integration are the two
key words that are considered in the
development of the science and technology in support of the soldier. It i
possible to build upon the e.xisting technology, both within and outside the
Army, to con ide.....bly enhance the soldier's capabilities in the near term. For
e.xample, by exploiting state-of-the-an
microelectronics, and digital, sensor and
materials technology, the soldier' capability can be significantly enhanced in
such areas as navigation; communi ations, command and control; and aural
sensors and protection.
It is also essemial that systems integration receive careful consideration in the
formulation of an effective science and
technology. The interdependence of
many of the technologies must be considered in the cience and technology
supporting the oldier sy tern.
The 'oldier of the 21st century will
be acting in a new and changing environment. The tools of soldiering (i.e., the
technologies supporting command and
communications, mobility, lethality, survivability, and sustainment) are 0 different that the very nature of warfare and
threat, and ultinlately even the strategies ofdefense, may be radically altered.
As a consequence of enhanced capabilities, the mission, role, and function
of today's soldier will be ignificantly
enlarged and changed. As we move forward, we must match technology vision,
and therefore, science and technology,
with tile soldier's inhetent capabilities.
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Conclusion
ignificant e.xpertise relevant to the
soldier system resides outside the Army
in other services (e.g., the Air Force integrated helmet display) and agencies
such as NASA (expertise on equipment
integration), Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency, and Department of
Energy hlboratories. Other source of
relevant technologies may be found in
industry, academia, and with our allie .
There is insufficient coupling with these
outside resource to leverage applicable inve tments into Army cience and
technology. Thus, achieving an integrated
science and technology and applying
the leveraging required to ustain it, is
not an easy task.
To assist in this transition process, new
approache must be taken in reviewing
the interactions between soldier, soldier systems, and soldier material. The
need for this perspective provides the
i uslification for, and a fl"'dJUework around
which soldier suppor! must be built. In
this regard, a recent review by the U.S.
Army Science Board was brought to
closure with Dr. Christopher Green, tearn
leader, tating that the ove.....l1 presentation of atick's business plan was, "Ju t
perfect, a remarkable job and just what
we needed to hear."

THOMAS A. SKLARSKY is manager ofthe Scientific and Technical
Information Program at the u.s.
Arrny Natick Research, Development
and Engineering Center: He attended
the University OfNew Haven and the
University ofNew Mexico and holds
degrees in Physics and electrical engineering. His memberships include
lhe Societyfor Tecbnical Communication, A sociation for Business
Communication, and tbe Societyfor
Scholarly Publishing. He also organizes the Natick Science Symposium, which i held every two years.
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THE ARMY
MATERIEL COMMAND'S
R&D INITIATIVES
IN CENTRAL
AND EASTERN EUROPE
By Michael F. Fisette
and MAJ Allan Trawinski
Edilor's Note: This ({I·ticle lI'as lI'rillell
prior 10 tbeforlllal dillisioll ufCzecboslallakia inlo 1lI'0 separale slates,
wbich was sel to ocwr Jail. I. 1993.

Background
For 45 years following the end of
World War Ir, the .5. Arnw was geared
to defend the West againsl a possiblc
onslaught by the force of the \X'arsa\\'
Pact. Anyone who had served in Europe during this period knew the scenario well. The threat wa formidable.
The armies of these count ric were

well-lraincd and well-cqu ipped. Thdr
military R&D efforts consumed a large
,hare of their national budgets. The
military hardware that they fielded
often served as lhe baseline against
\"\'hich the United tates de\'eloped
much of our o\\'n.
[n 1989, the "Cold War" abruptly
ended. [t was an exciling time for personnel in the C.S. Army ~tateriel Command (AMC) field office in London. lhe
U.S. Army Research, Development and
Standardization Group-United Kingdom Cl'SARDSG-L'K), who had a ring-
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side seal a. the Berlin Wall fell. Seizing
the initiativc that the new peace in the
East ma)' have to offcr, they immediately began a series of trip to the region.
specifically to Poland, Hungary, and
the Czech and lovak Federal Republic
(CSFR) in order 10 establi h R&D contacts. investigate technologies, and a;sess the potential for possible future
R&D cooperation thaI might be of
benefit to the U.. Army.
Following a series of pOSitive report
from USAlillSG- K about tho e exploratorv \'isits O\'er a two-year period,
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./ LACK OF ADVANCED EQUII'MENT
./ LACK OF INVESTMENT CAPITAL
./ I'OOR MANAGEMENT TECHN IQUES
./ LOW PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY
./ SLOW EVOLVING U.S. GUIDANCE
./ TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS
./ TECH TRANSFER RESTRICTIONS
./ INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
./ SEVERE ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS
./ POTENTIAL POLITICAL INSTABILITY
./ COMMUNICATIONS & TRANSPORTATION
DIFFICULTIES

ex .LOSI \'I!.I'.lo LUSTI cs

Discussion
We hall begin here with just a quick
geography les on. There are t~ 0 regions in the territOry of the former War-aw Pact. Ea tern Europe consi tS of the
republic thai made up the former
oviet nion (FS ). The people in the
countries to the we t of the FSU ref r
to themselve as Central Europeans. For
convenience sake, we have fUflher di tinguished Central Europe illlo the
Northern Tier (Poland, Hungary and
CSFR) and the oUlhern Ticr. To date,
our focus has been mostly with the
, orthern Tier coulllries because these
countrie are iewed as being more
stable-further along the road to democratic alld economic reforms, more developed industrially and commercial·
ly. and traditionally more western in
their outlook. Hence. the 'onhern
Tier coulllries are viewed as being more
likely candidates for ncar-term opportunities than the Soulhern Tier countries. ~ hich is not to -ay Ihat the Soulhern Tier countries should bc tOtalll'
disregarded, because they also have
ome unique capabililies to offer.
Pan oflhe problem that exists in do·
ing busine with these coumries is our
own lack of knowledge about them after so many years of having little or no
open conmct wilh them. Figure I ad-
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Figure 4.

Figure 3.

HQ AMC planned a follow-up visil by
a team of technical cxpefls from the
U.S. to Poland, Hungary and C FR. This
yisit tOok place from May 25 tOJune I,
1992. The team visiled 35 R&D activities in seven different cities and came
away with 30 "arious proposal for
po sible near term cooperations for
evaluation.

!torOk

dresses whal one can expect 10 find.
and not 10 find. in the Northcrn Tier
region.
Due 10 re Irietions imposed onlhese
countrie during the pasl decades, and
their o,vn lack of hard urrency. their
acces to obtaining the Lalest in Wc tcrn
tcchnology wa limited. Much of their
equipmcnl is old and mostly of Soviet
design. They lack the sophi ·ticatcd
computer hardware and software that
we have in our R&D facililies. However.
a a result of that silliation, tlleir scienti ts and engineers have become very
adept at developing unique "longhand" analytical and problem- olving
kill . One auld well equate the itua·
tion in this region to roughly thc same
as existed in Western Europe following
World War II and illlo Ihe mid-1950 .
With foresighl, we could ee that our
relalionships with these coumries in 20
years wouLd be the same a those we
have with Western European countrie'
today. We only necd to marry up our
ad\'3nced technology and resources
with the theoretical sophistication and
crealivity th!;'y posse s.
Figure 2 depicts the advantages in
opening the doors to do bu inc with
these coul1lrie . As already mentioned
above, all of Ihese counlries possess a
corps of scientists and I::ngineers who
have a tradition of excellence in many
fields of endea\'or dcspite the resource
constrained environment thai they
have been forced [0 work undcr. The)'
have learned how to maximize
resource _A little foreign money goe
a very long way oYl::r there. The average monthly salary for a first class
scienti t or engineer in Olle of these
countries is only abom 5200- 400, for

a worker in;J deknse-related induslri·
al facility, far Ie s.
In eagerness 10 establish market
economies. they Ii fled mo t of their old
commercial and customs reslrictions
and now offer numcrous incenth'es for
We tern bu in ssmen CO im-esl in their
indu tries and lake profil out of coun·
try.Joint vel1lure, partnership, and outright foreign owner hip rules are vcrv
liberal.
With their different, bUI not to say
"Iax" health and afel)' laws to date.
orne R&D activities that cannot be
conducted in the \'1fest or, are co I prohibiti\'e, could be donc for us m'Cr
there.
With the end of the War aw Pacl,
these coul1lries have been busy redefining their military doctrine and want to
replace their current 0\7ict equipment,
in the next generdtion. wilh \'1fe lern
equipment. In fact, they are atlempting
to convert ome of their defense industries into producing con umer
good. As these countries build up
hard currency, an ,llracti\'e two way
streel could ccrtainly develop between
us.
11 cannOI be overemphasized that all
of the e countries are extremely eager
10 cooperate with th
.5. and have
bcen very honest in all discussions so
far. SARD G-UK has already helped
to obmin four Bobr:lwa laser ,yarning
device that mount on combat vehicles
from Poland for CECOM to evaluate.
Each one COSIS only 6.500.00.
The above does not imply thai there
are no problem. Figure 3 lisl- some of
those limitation. Keep in mind that up
to just over two years ago Ihese countrie were our main adversarie . The)'
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do lack modern equipment and facilities and need a large influx of capit:'!1
investment to achieve Western standards in many respccts. Prime e~mples
are their poor communications and
transportation infrastructures. One
cannot simply place an overseas telephone call from there. nor drive between distant cities, as is done in the
United States or \Vestern Europe.
Following more than 4, vears of a socia Ii lic economy. management and
work practices are out of Step with those
of the capitalistic West. A generat ion of
training is needed. Finally, we nllist still
be very careful to protect the potential
unauthorized transfer ofsensitive technologies since Ihose countries continue
to undergo a process of purging their
past, hence the apparem slowness in lifting all of the policy restrictions that our
own government had in place.
Figures 4 and ,list technical areas of
potential opportunities, by country,
that may be deemed worthy of further
exploration by AMC. These are not.
however, all-inclusive lists. Rather. they
are based on a limited number of visits
and reports on technology areas of
potential mutual interest and benefit.

The Future
We mu t move forward in a cautiOUS
manner, and recognize that the previous situation (to include existing policies) can't be changed overnight. AJ\1C
proposes the following R&D strategy:

• Continue the technical contacts between personnel in our coulllries
through selected reciprocal visits;
• Conduct in-depth technical assessments of their capabilitie by small
teams of experts spending the requisite
time in their respective facilities;
• Fund small (low dollar amount)
basic research proposals;
• On a case-by-case basis, update
outmoded regulations that still put restriClions against these countries:
• Subject to necessary approvals, establish master data exchange agreemems with selected countries with the
goal being to write specific annexes in
progrdtDS such as nuclear, biological,
chemical defense;
• COlllinue the search for off-theshel£non-de\'elopmental items. such as
the Bobrawa laser detectors. for
weapons evaluation purposes.

Summary
Our presidelll has stated that we
won the "Cold War." That being the
ca e. it is no'\\' in our own best interest
to quickly capitalize on those benefits
that the peace might bring. We owe it
to ourselves to completely explore the
opportunities for cooperati\'C R&D efforts with these former hostile nations. This is in keeping with other
aspects of our national policy towards
the region to help tho e countries along
the road to political and economic reforms. This will ultimately strengthen
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their friendly ties to us and in 'urc a
peaceful future between us.
One final aspect hould be noted.
Other Western countrie,. such as Germany, France, Italy and Japan. have
been very quick to adapt to change in
the region and are already heavil)' engaged in activities there. The U.S. needs
ro pursue this program with vigor or it
may be left Out altogetber.
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IS THERE
A ROLE
FOR
THE RESERVE
COMPONENTS
IN THE ARMY
ACQUISITION
CORPS?
By COL James L. Carney
This article review the purpose and
function of the Army Acquisition Corps
(AAC) and whether Army Reserve
(USAR) and National Guard (ARNG) acquisition officers should also be members. The key is ues are:
• Will participation in the Corps significantly enhance acquisition expertise;
• Is uch enhancement needed for
members of the reserve components
(RC); and
• Should requirements be the same
for both the active component (Ae) and
the Re.

Background
In his Defense Management Report
of July 1989, Secretary of Defense
Richard Cheney recommended estabIi hing a dedicated corps of acquisition
specialists within each military service.
40

By early 1990, Secretary of the Army
Michael SlOne and then Chief of Staff
Carl Vuono had endorsed the idea and
directed creation of an Army Acquisition Corps (AAC).
The plan called for officers to enter
the AAC a enior captains or majors,
and for civilian 10 enter at the GS-13
level. There are no enlisted po itions in
the AAe.

Reserve Components
Are Not Invited
In 1989-90, most of the empha i in
developing the AAC was on ystems acquisition through the Program Executive Office (PEO)/Program Management
(PM) Office structure, which had very
little interface with the Re. There were
no Individual Mobilization Augmentation (lMA) positions in any of these
offices (and still none IOday). Out of 52
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active Army organizations with designated AAC positions, only 14 had lMA
positions with an AAC-related specialty. Seventy-seven of these positions
were specialty coded "Research and
Development, General" (51A), "Test
and Evaluation" (5IB), or "Combat Developments" (51C), and 44 were coded 97A, "Contracting and Industrial
Management." There was one 53C,
"Automation Management," which is
the designated AAC specialty code.
Of the IOtal of 122 lMA positions
with AAC-related specialtie , 75 were
in the Army Materiel Command CAMC)
and its major subordinate commands,
39 in the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army for Research, Development and Acquisition (OA ARDA), six
at the U.S. Army Logistic Management
College ( SALMC) and two with the
U.S. Army Space Command.
The U AR's drilling Troop Program
Unit (TPU) structure includes procurement positions, but none directly involved in the RD&A area. As of October
1990, there were 82 TPU positions in
CO U authorized in functional area
(FA) 9 , including four colonel, six
lieutenant colonels, 40 majors and 32
captains.
Active Guard/Re erve (AGR) officers
(full-time reservists) in the USAR with
acquisition-related specialties currently
number 11, with 10 in procurement and
onein R&D. Fiveofthesepositionsar
located in OASARDA.
The Army ational Guard, which has
no lMA program, identified four AGR
officers with AAC specialties, all 97s. In
addition, the ARNG has two 97A LTC
po itions in OASARDA, only one of
which is filled. However, the arional
Guard, in addition to a large number of
purchasing and contracting civilians,
has 54 National Guard United tates
Property and Fiscal Officers (USP&FO).
These individuals are all colonels on
full-time Army or Air ational Guard
duty occupying 97A positions and having significant responsibilities for acquisition and property dispo al within
their re pectlve state or territory.
These numbers do not include reservists who occupy autOmation position . As already nOled, the AAe-related
specialty for automation acquisition is
53e. There are a fairly ignificam number of 53C positions in the Re. Which
of these are acquisition-related is undetermined at thi point, but, certainly, some are.
In accordance with the system
January-February 1993

manager concept of the AAC, all military members were required to attend
the 20-week Program Managers Course
at the Defense Systems Management
College before they could be certified
as fully qualified AAC members.
Given the almost complete lack of involvement of the RC in the PEO/PM
bu iness and their predominate focus
on purchasing and contracting, rather
than R&D, there appeared to be little
justification for including them in the
AAe. Thi conclu ion was supported by
the Army's decision to exclude many of
its AC procurement and contracting
officers from the Corps.

Defense Acquisition
Workforce Improvement Act
The Army's initial narrow approach
changed dramatically with passage of
the 1991 National Defense Authorization Act on Nov. 5, 1990. Included in
the Act was a section called the Defense
Acquisition Workforce Improvement
Act (DAWIA), P.L. 101-510, 104 Stat
1656, Sections 1201-1211, now codified
in 10 U.S. Code 1701-1764.
The DAWIA applied a very broad
brush in defining the scope of defense
acquisition. The narrow focus on system managers was out. In was a wide
sweep of' 'all acquisition-related po ition .. in 12 areas, including such major
career fields as systems planning, research, development, engineering and
te ting; procurement, including con·
tracting; logistics; and industrial
property management. There is even a
catch-all for acqui ition-related positions in management headquarters activities and suppOrt activities.
Following enactmelll of the DAWlA,
there was no longer any question
whether all of the Army's senior 97A
procurement specialists would be in
the AAe. They would have to be. This
wa because the statute mandate that
as of Oct. I, 1993, all "critical acquisition positions" be filled only by members of the service's acquisilion corps.
Critical acquisition po itions are defined in the law as any acquisition position at the grade of lieutenant colonel
(05) and above for military, and GS-14
and above for civilian positions.
The DAWIA's expansive approach
al 0 has major implication for the
reserve components. In terms of the
broad acqui -ition policy thrust of the
DAWlA, it seems clear that the reserves
should be included. iany reserve
officers would have meaningful acquiJanuary-February 1993

sition responSibilities upon mobilization. Several were ent to perform contracting officer duties in support of
Operation De ert hield/Storm. There
are numerous procurement slots within
the TP structure. A number of fulltime AGR officers, plus those 54
USP&FO Guardsmen, have important
acquisition respon ibilities, at least if
viewed broadly to include industrial
base management, reserve equipment
acquisition and distribution, and Congressional coordination.
When one considers the specific provisions of DAWIA, however, it seems
equally clear that Congress did not intend its provisions to apply to part-time
soldiers. language which specifically
included reserve officers was omitted
prior to enactment. The rest of the statute is obviously directed to full-time acquisition careerists. For example, the
requirement in section 1722 for coherent career paths to the' 'most senior acquisition positions" and for performance appraisal reviews by superiors in
the same acquisition career field seem
well removed from the limited acquisition mission and force structure to be
found in the USAR and ARNG.
To design career paths which link the
captain-major procurement positions
in TPUs with the IMA contracting and
RDA positions at the lieutenant colonel
and colonel levels in AMC and OASARDA
would require a dramatic change in
reserve officer management. It seems
unlikely that Congress intended such
an effect after removing language
which explicitly applied the act to the
reserves.
Other provisions of the DAWlA are
also inapplicable or even incompatible
with USAR/AR G implementation.
Section 1731 require, in effect, that
promotion rates for Acquisition Corps
officers be at least equal to rates for line
officers in or below the zone. This
could apply to reserve promotions as
well except that there are no zones for
USAR officers being considered for
promotion.
Most telling of aU, however, is section
1734 which requires that any person assigned to a critical acquisition position
(any military acquisition position at the
grade of lieutenant colonel or higher as
of Oct. I, 1993) must agree to remain
on active duty in that position for at
least three years. This obviously cannot
apply to reservists who generally serve
on active duty only two weeks per year.
Other requirements in section 1734,

such as the five-year assignment review
and rotation policy, the centralized job
referral system and the imerservice exchange program, also seem incompatible with non-full-time service.

OSD Says Yes to the Reserves
There are three key OSD regulation
which implement the DAWIA and define DOD responsibilities and authority for managing the DOD acquisition
workforce. These are DoD Directive
5000.52, Defense Acquisition Education, Training, and Career Development Program, OCI. 25, 19?1; DoD
Manual 5000. 52-M, Career Development Program for Acquisition Personnel, Nov. 1991; and DoD Instruction
5000.58, "Defense Acquisition Workforce, Jan. 14, 1992. All of these regulations expressly state that their provisions are applicable to the reserve components of the military departments,
except that DOD! 5000.58 provides
that "the National Guard is excluded
from designating critical acquisition
positions outside National Guard
Bureau Headquarters." This wa apparently intended to remove the 54
USP&FOs from the provisions of
DAWlA and its implementing regulations. Its effect, according to the Office
of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Reserve Affairs, is to define positions
outside NGB headquarters as not requiring fill by persons in the acquisition
workforce. It is not clear what rationale
supports the exclusion because the
DAWlA and DODI 5000.58's definition
of a critical acquisition position seems
to admit no exceptions.
Other than DOD! 5000.58's ational
Guard exception, none of the three
DOD regulations significantly distin·
guishes between members of the active
and reserve components. The regulations establish uniform requirements
for all DOD elements, allowing limited
discretion to the services, generally in
those areas in which the DAWIA permits discretion. For the most part,
therefore, the RC must play by the same
rules as the AC, despite the reserve
components' substantially greater limitations in time, resources an'd position
structure.
For active component officers, entry
into the AAe is an irrevocable career decision. Future assignments, training
and expertise will all center on acquisition. For the reservist, however, this
dedicated, centralized approach raises
some difficult issues. For example,
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Reservists who are mobilized
must be able to perform
thei r duties
with the requisite level
of expertise,
in the field of acquisition
as elsewhere.
reservist

have generally been free

to leave their reserve assignments

whenever they wish, commonly for
such re'.tsons as relocation or change of
civilian job. As they move about the
coumry, reserve officers rourinel y
change their military specialty, b,.tnch
affiliation, or even component to fit
themselves to different TPU vacancies
in their new locations. This seems irreconcilable with a career pattern
which conceptualizes a single, centrally-managed, progressive career track in
acquisition.
Even AGR officers will not be immune from these difficulties. Alrhough
available for exrended chooling and
single tracking, rhey are limired by law
to positions which are connected with
organizing, administering, recruiting,
instructing, or training rhe reserve
component. Since comparatively few
acquisition positions can be so characterized, it will be difficult, if not impossible, to design coherent AGR career
path in acquisition.

Conclusion
This article began by asking whether
rhere is a role for rhe reserve components in rhe Army Acqui irion Corps.
I believe there is. Whether an acquisition career program like the AAC will
improve acquisition expertise is no
longer open to question. DOD and
Congre have long since concluded
that it will. Reservists who are mobilized must be able to perform their
duties with the requisite level ofexperrise, in rhe field of acquisition as eI ewhere. Full-time re ervists with duties
in acquisition have a peacetime need as
well for such expertise. This logically
points to participation in the acquisition training and careerist aspeers of
the AAC, as well as adherence to
DAWlA's minimum educational and ex42

perience qualifications. However, there
is little justification for imposing the
same career progression and management requirements upon both the AC
and RC In so doing, rhe DOD regulations gloss over fundamental differences between rhe full-rime force
which has full responSibility for its acquisition programs and the part-rime
force which has a very small share in
rhat responsibility. Accordingly, the following actions should be taken in the
sequence shown:
• DOD should amend DODD
5000.52, DOD 5000.52-M and DOD!
5000.58 to either specifically exclude
the reserve components of the military
departments or limit their requirement
to meeting DAWIA's minimum experience and education standards.
• The Army should review all
acquisition-related positions in irs
reserve force structure and determine
which ones 10 retain as acquisition assignments and which ones to change to
another specialty code or perhaps delete entirely. Acquisition training and
experience requirement for retained
positions must consider both peacetime and wartime responsibilities.
• The Army should determine what
training requirements are appropriate
for individual reservists in the acquisition field and ensure that appropriate
re ident/correspondence courses are
available at DSMC and USALMC
• The chief, Army Reserve should establish individual career guidelines for
USAR officers in the AAC/RC, incorporating movement between TPU and
IMA assignments, but also allowing
reservists 10 withdraw from the acquisition field at any stage of their career.
Similarly, qualified officers should be
permitted to fill acquisition positions
at any grade level if they can satisfy the
AAC/RC position criteria, even if
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previous assignments have not been in
acquisition.
• A similar career approach should
be used for AGR officers. not re tricting them 10 AAC single tracking a the
acrive component does, but laying out
a sufficient number of acqui ition assignmems to permit promotion 10 the
grade of colonel. If such a career path
cannot be rationally designed, certain
AGR positions may have to be opened
to individuals who acquire the necessary expertise in their civilian careers
or while on regular active duty.
• A full-time AGR position at the lieutenant colonel level should be estabIi hed within the Office of the Director for Acquisition Career Marlagement,
possibly in the Army Acquisition Executive SuppOrt Agency, to ensure that
AAC changes and enhancements are appropriately mirrored in the AAC/RC
The boltom line is that as of Oct. 1,
1993. the DAWIA and DOD regulations
become fully applicable to all military
acquisition positions" The challenge
before the Army today is to ensure that
USAR and ARNG officers are appropriately trained and certified by that date.
'10 USC 1737(b) permits a six-month
.'grace period" before individual waivers are required. This would extend the
"drop dead" date for AAe certification
of RC members until April 1, 1994.

COLjAMESL. CARNEY is directorfor resel'ue affair for tbe assi tallt secretaJy oftbe Army O"esearclJ,
deuelopmenl and acquisition), a
position be has held sincejuly 1990.
He holds a j. D. degree from Harliard Law School and is a /987
graduate 0/ tbe u.s. Army War
College.
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Conceptualization of the planned WRArR facility.
Construction will begin soon on a facility tha! will enable the Walter Reed
Army Institute of Research (WRAIR) to
vacate the substandard converted classroom building it has occupied incc 1923.
Planned for a staff of 8;0 and a! a cost of
5147.; million. the new faciliry will be
locatcd ar the Forest Glen section of the
Walrer Reed Army Medical Center in Silver Spring, MD.
Ground-breaking is scheduled for the
spring of 1993, with occupancy planned
for early 199 . Encouraging signs indicate
that the project will remain on schedule.
For example, revisions of the master plan
for Forest Glen were approved recently
by the Maryland and ational Capital
Area planning commissions. In addition.
strong joint Congressional uppon, in the
FY92 Appropriation Bill, has resulted in
rapid movement of the design process.
Construction is currently on hold, pending receipt and analysis by Congress of
the Defense Department's long-term
plans for the restructuring of its medical
facility infrastructure.
Founded in 1893 as the Army Medical
chool and called the nation's first school
of public health, WRAIR has contributed to medical readine s and public
health. Achievement include developmem of the technique for using chlorine
to purify drinking wa!er, determining the
modes of transmission of yellow and
typhoid fevers, developing tbe first standard te t for syphilis, founding rhe
science of wound ballistics, developing
the first large-scale blood-banking sysrem, proposing the Army's COHORT system, and conducting the world's largest
and most diverse drug and vaccine development program on tropical and thirdworld di eases that pose ignificant
threats to deployment. The WRAIR also
lead DOD's program on prevention, diagnosis and treatment of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection.
In addition to its activities in Washington. D . the institute maintains permanent laboratories in Korea, Kenya. BrJzil.
Thailand an'd Germany. It is also a pany
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NEW
WRAIR
FACILITY
PLANNED

By COL C, Fred Tyner, MC
to about 20 percent of thc Army's Cooperative R&D Agreements and was named
Laboratory of the Year in 1984 and the
Army Research and Development Organization of the Year in 1988.
Efforts to find a new home began in the
1960s. but floundered due to lack of
funding. The push for a new site was re"i,'ed around 198;. due to serious deterioration of the current faCilities in Building 40 on the main grounds at Walter
Reed. Concerns include occupant safety,
environmental hazards. and appropriate
care of research animals.
The currcnt plan for new construction
accelerated with the added requirement
to accommodate the Naval MedicaJ Research Institute's infectious disease
research program under the Base Realignment and Closure Act. Another factor accelerating the plan was completion of an
economic analy is showing that renovation of the existing facilities would be
prohibitively expensive.
The new WRAIR facility will be located on a dramatic site overlooking a wooded glen. Most of thc laboratories will have
windows, affording natural light. The decision 10 locate the new WRAIR at the
Forest Glen secrion of Walter Reed was
based on the availability of a long-term
site adjacel1l to six current WRA) R building . This aHows the new laboratory to
be about 20 percent smaller than if it were
built elsewhere.
The New York architectut'JI-engineering firm of l-[aines. Lundberg and Waehler is currel1lly designing the new WRAIR
faCility. The project is under the supervision of the Arm}' Corps of Engi neers,
the Army's Health Facility PlanningAgencv. and the Depanment of Defense Medical Facilities Office.
The new building will have a belowground, self-contained animal facility;
threc floors above-ground for Iabora-

tories. offices and research activities; and
a fully-filtered, non-recirculating air sy tem. Laboratories and cienti t office
will be organized in standard-sized modules that, combined with a betweenfioors utility distribution sy tern, will
provide maximum flexibility 10 accommodate current and future militarr roedi.cal research and development as program evolution and con olidation
continue.
Externally, the building will feature red
brick with pre-cast concrete trim, consistent with the Walter Reed Army Medical
Center Installation Design Guide.
After a thorough program review confirmed WRAlR's space requirements, a
47;,000 gross square foot building was
approved. It will be unusually efficient
compared to civilian biomedical R&D facilities. Both the space per occupant and
the construction cost per unit area will
be below national norms. sable (net)
space will be an above averJge fraction
of the total area.
The new institute's final total area will
be nearly 10 percel1lless than is currently available, but will be offset by a much
improved floor plan of labs, support
spaces and offices.
Ground-breaking for the new WRAIR
will be a key pan of the centennial
celebration of the founding of the institute. With the opening of this magnificent
facility, the WRAIR will finaHy have a
state-of-the-art faciliry to house its CUlling
edge research programs and highly
skilled personncl. It will aHow WRAJR to
remain a key resource able to respond [0
emerging biomedical threat throughout
the 21st century.

COL C FRED TYNER, MC, i

deputycommallderojtbe U. . AmlY
Medical R&D Command. He served
previously as directorojtbe IVa/tel'
Reed Army Institute oJ Researcb.
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Composite Armored Vehicle . ..

TARDEC ENTERS
THE COMPOSITE AGE
By CPT Richard Brynsvold

Introduction
What do you think of when you hear
the words armored vehicle? What
generally comes to mind is a massive
vehicle, weighing up to 70 tons, heavily protected against ballistic events
(tank rounds, shrapnel etc.), and
whose fuel usage is measured in gallons
per mile as opposed to miles per galIon. Engineers at the .. Army TankAutomOtive Command's Research, Development and Engineering Center
(TARDEC) are trying to change that perception with the development of the

Composite Armored Vehicle Advanced
Technology Demonstrator (CAV ATD).
The CAV ATD will show that it is possible to build an armored vehicle with
a lightweight composite material structure that combines rapid worldwide
deployability and survivability. The e
are key issues that were highlighted
during the Desert Storm and Desert
Shield operations-making it clear that
the Army needs a vehicle which provides protection and can quickly get ro
a threat anywhere in the world.
The CAV ATD program is divided into

The Composite Armored Vehicle
Advanced Technology Demonstrator
will show
that it is possible
to build an armored vehicle
with a
lightweight composite
material structure
that combines rapid
worldwide deployability and survivability.
44
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tWO phases. The Phase I Composite
Technology Survey and Integration
Study is a preliminary design concept
study, while Phase II is an in-depth development of design alternatives and
construction and testing of the CAY
ATD. The projected weight range for
the CAY ATD is 17-22 tons (the M2/3
Bradley Fighting Vehicle weighs more
than 30 tons and the Ml Abrams Main
Battle Tank exceeds 6; tons). The integration of composites and signature
management technique will enable
the attainment of the weight goal. Also
being incorporated intO the CAY ATD
(but not developed under t.he CAY ATD
program) are advanced lightweight armors, a two-man crew tation, and current state-of-the-an propul ion and su pension systems.

Phase I
Pha e I study contracts were recently awarded to FMC Corporation and
General Dynamics Land )'Stems Division. The contractors will inve tigate a
wide variety of design and composite
material approaches, perform a tradeoff analysi to identify their strengths
and weaknesses and conduct initial assessments of associated issues such as
manufacturing, producibiHry, cost, and
dUf'Jbility.
January-February 1993

The reason for invcstigating a variety
of dcsigns i that this is thc first compo ite combat vehicle structurc to be
designed from the ground up. The
traditionalstructurc of an armored vehicle is semi-monocoque (think of
monocoque as an eggshell structure),
thick section metal that also acts as armor (additional armor can also be attached). This traditional structure is
evident not only in comb31 vehicles
throughout hi tory but also in the currem Ml Abrams Main Battle Tank and
M2/3 Bradley Fighting Vehicle. However, there are a arietl' of structural
designs, which, when combined with
alternativc ways to use armor and signature managcment techniques, give
somc 30-40 or more possible designs
(see figure). The goal is to determine the
design that optimizes the performance
of the CAV ATD through the integrdt ion
of compOSite materials and ignarure
managemcnt techniques.
The ontrdctocs are taking a "clean
heet of paper approach 10 the CAY

ATD design which will enable them to
explore the wide variety of possible designs. An example of one of the po sible CAY ATD designs could consist of
a hybrid space frame-semi-monocoque structure. Ovcr the space frame
portion could be a stiffened skin with
modular armor and integral and applique signature management componems. The semi-monocoque portion
could be thick skin with built in signature management a peets and armor
capabilities.
Another reason for taking the cleansheet-or-paper de. ign approach is that
most ground vehicle composite material work to date has consisted of material
substitution-substituting the composite material for the metal already in the
structure. The result is that there has
been little or no opportunity for redesign. Since composites have different properties than metals and are fiberorientation-dependent, simple material
ubstitution does not optimize the
use of compOSite materials. Rather,

TAR DEC seck high creativity and innovation to design and develop the CAY
ATD.

Phase II
For Phase U, TARDEC will choose
one comractor, who will conduct tlie
design analysis through detailcd dcsign
and actually build the CAY ATD that
demonstrate:; the highest payoff tcchnology by combining composite materials and ignature management techniques in an armored vehicle. The exit
criteria goals for the CAY ATD are to
how that:
• A minimum of 33 percem weight
savings is attained by using a structure
made of compo ite materials and advanced lightweight armocs in comparison with a standard aluminum structure with conventional armor of equal
protection; and
• Signature managcment technique
are compatible with the compOSite
materialslruclure and advanced lightweight armor.

COMPOSITE ABMOBEQ VEHICLE OPTIONS
COMPOSITE
STRUCTURES
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Since the goals for the CAY ATD are
to demonstrate the effectiveness of
composites and their compatibility
with signature management techniques
in a combat vehicle and not to build the
next tank, scout vehicle, self-propelled
howitzer, etc., the CAY ATD is non·
mission specific.
\'\That ThRDEC engineers are doing is
developing the technology tbat can be
applied to any of these vehicle types.
During testing, the CAV KrD will undergo a mis ion profile that is a combination of the mi sion proftles of combat
vehicles. Aslditionally, to demonstrate
that the trucrural composite materials
can withstand shock loading, a surrogate weapon will be mounted on the
CAY KrD and test-fired.
Another important aspect of the CAY
ATD program is to show industry that
the .. Army Tank-Automotive Command (TACOM), the ground vehicle
proponent for the Army, i erious
about the future use of composite
materials in ground vehicles. Traditionally, the combat vehicle business has
been entrenched in the conservative
design-metal struCtural armorapproach.
As was shown by the deployment
difficulties during Desert Shield, the
government cannot always afford to
conduct busine s as was done in the
past. During tbe clean-sheet-of-paper
design approach to the CAV ATD, the
contractors will investigate such con·
cept as modular structures, replaceability as a hull structure repair option,
and using a combination of composite
materials in the structure (some composites are better structurally, some are
better ballistically, different fiber
weaves give different mechanical
properties, etc).

types of glass (E, S, RH) or other types
of ceramics, carbon, aramids (Kevlar)
or boron to name a few. These are the
load-bearing part of the composite.
Fibers are then processed in a number of ways: bundled in tows, woven
like cloth, chopped, impregnated with
resin, etc.
The matrix is the material which
holds the fibers together and spreads
stress among the fibers by deforming
under force. Some currently used matrix materials are epoxies, polyesters,
vinyl esters and other plastics. One advantage of these fiber-reinforced plastic composites is that they have a higher
strength and stiffness per unit weight
(specific strength and stiffness) than do
metals, potentially resulting in lighter
parts or struaures. Other advantages of
using compOSites in vehicle structures
are that they offer the ability to integrate signature IlUnagement and they
maintain cost competitiveness with
traditional materials in manufacturing.

and will not ductilely deform to redistribute stresses as do most metals. Adhe·
sive bonding and other attachment
methods are being developed for use
with composites.
Repairability of composites is another is ue. When metals are damaged,
the damage is usuall y visual and confined to a specific area. When composites are damaged, the results are not always visually detectable. A laminated
composite could be struck by something that leaves no physical mark, but
could cause internal delaminations.
These flaw are difficult to detect in the
field and the dc1<lrniruujons could cover
a large area requiring quite extensive
repairs. Research is ongoing into fieldcapable non-destructive testing for
damage, and for repair techniques. Further, once the manufacturing methods
are worked our, it may tum out to be
cheaper to replace damaged parts than
to repair them. All repair options are
being considered.

Other Applications

Conclusion

Although the CAY ATD is TARDEC's
first venture into the use of compOSite
materials for primary combat-vehicle
structures, it is by no means the center's
first venture into their application.
Other applications have included the
Ml Abrams driver's seat, HMMWV
(High-Mobility Multipurpose Wheeled
Vehicle) drive shaft, Ml Abrams air intake plenum, Ml Abrams FulL Up Power Pack (FUPP) Container, the 9,600gaLion tanker, MI Abrams stowage boxe, spall liners and seats and slats
for cargo trucks. Another ongoing
compOSite program at TARDEC is the
M1 Abrams road wheels. Work i al 0
planned on an improved, damagetolerant HMMWV hood and on a com·
posite containers program.

The CAY gO will show that composite materials are a viable olution to
the problem of manufacturing lightweight, deployable and survivable
combat vehicles. Becau e several issues
still need resolution, follow-on production of composite ground combat vehicles will probably not occur until
2005 or later. By looking for a wholestructure composite solution to designing combat vehicles, ThRDEC has truly
entered the composite materials age.

What Are Composites?
In his book, An Introduction To
Composite Materials, Derek Hull defines an acceptable compOSite material for structural applications as one
consisting of two or more physically
distinct and mechanically separable
materials. It can be made by mixing
these material in a controlled way so
as to achieve optimum propertie that
are superior, and possibly unique in
some specific respect , to the properties of the individual components.
Generally, when referring to vehicle
tructural composites, the composite is
composed of two materials-the fibers
and the matrix. Fibers can be various
46

Real Life Issues
Though compOSite material offer
many benefits, they are not a panacea
for solving all problems with current
combat vehicles. Composites have
many of their own inherent problems.
One such problem is that automated
composite manufacturing techniques
are till relatively new.
Another difficulty with using compo ites is joints and attachments.
Mechanically attaching pans (using
bolts, rivets, etc.) requires that holes be
drilled into the compOSites. Alignment
of the hole is critical since composite
materials do not tolerate misalignment
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CPT RICHARD A. BRYNSVOLD is
assigned to the Composite Structm'es Branch of the Mobility Technology Center at the U.S. Army
Tank-Automotive Command's Research, Development and EngineeringCenter(TARDEC). A member of
tbe Army Acquisition Corps, he has
a B.S. degree in mecbanical engineeringfrom Santa Clara UniverSity and an M.S. degr-ee in materials
science and engineering from the
University of \f0 bington.
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SPEAKING OUT
What Does the
Army Acquisition Corps
Offer You
Relative to Your Career Goals?
Carolyn S. Thompson
Chief, Program and Acquisition
Management Division
Anti-Satellite]oint Program Office
U.S. Army Space and Strategic
Defense Command
The career objective at the top of my
resume is "To serve as a Project Manager
for a major weapon system within
DOD ..... TRe Army Acquisition Corps
(AAC) is one more element that will help
me achieve this goal.
The Defense Acquisition Workforce Improvement Act (DAWIA)
which created the AAC ;llso mandates the qualifications for project
managers and deputy project managers of major weapon systems.
1 have had the basic qualifications sincc 1988, and now the AAC
will enhance them in eminars and shan courses at some of the
country's most prestigiou colleges and universities. These opporrunities will give me a strdtegic and global p'erspective of the acquisition needs of the Army.
I.
The DAWIA also includes stringent election criteria for membership in the AAC. I take great pride in being a member of this
elite profes ional corps, and that creates within Ille the desire and
motivation to be one of the "best among the best."
[n an environment of the hrinking defense dollar, having a highly
quali.fied cadre of professional managers in critical acquisition positions become even more important. [n addition, the DAWIA includes the impetu to "civilianize" more program manager (PM)
and deputy program manager (DPM) slots, and all the positions
will have to be "board certified." This should mean mare opportunitie for me to compete for DPM and I'M positions.
The AAC also provides centralized inten ive career management
by a special Acquisition Management Office at the Personnel Command. A-a member of the corps, I will be assigned an individual
who can monitor my personnel files. my job a ignments, training and career progre ion, and will provide advice and counsel
that will enhance my career opportunities.
For these many reasons, I am convinced thai member~hipin the
Army AC!1uisition Corps will increase my opportunities 10 manage
a major defense acquisition system.

David L. Thomas
Director, Plans and Programs
PEO STAMIS
Fort Belvoir, VA
Experience and education go hand-inhand in developing a person into a valued
asset. Experience has often been praised
asthe "besltC'dcher." [n ordeno analyze
the experience though, one has to be
sman enough to recognize what lesson
has been laught by the experience. Education is the haHmark ofself-improvement and the basis upon which
an employee excels as an attribute to an organization. Without a
doubt, it is this belief in education that sets the Army Acquisition
Corps apan from many orher organizations.
The Army Acquisition Corps has set high standards and qualifica-
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tions for those who choose to enter a highly responsible career
field. By seuing high goals, the Corps intends to entice the best
to join its ranks. Part of the lure is the extensive educational oppOrtunitie available to its members.
The Army Acquisition Corp offers its members the chance to
get their first college degree, and also obtain an advanced degree,
at top educational institutions. It also makes unique training oppOrtunilies available through developmental seminars meant to
broaden perspectives and managerial skills. The only limit is set
by the member and the desire to take advantage ofwhar is available.
The goal of the Army Acquisition Corps is to encompass the best
in the acquisition community, barh by recruiting and by educaling. Any goal, whether personal or organizational, i achieved by
applying effon and thinking smart. The Army Acquisition Corps
supplies the avenues to get smart, the member ha only to supply
the effort. Sounds like a good deal to me!

Suellen D. Jeffress
Procurement Analyst
U.S. Army Contracting Support
Agency
Office of the Assistant Secretary
of the Army (Research,
Development and Acquisition)
The Army Acquisition Corps offers a
number ofeducational and developmental
opponunities. Educational opportunitie
available include seminars, such as those
offered at Harvard University, The Wharton School, and The Brookings Institution. I plan to submit my application to compete for
these prestigiou offerings. In addition, the mandatory contracting courses and the rest of the acquisition curriculum under the
Defense Acquisition University have been re erved for acquisition
careerists. I plan to take several of the ontractiog courses in 1993.
The developmental opportuniries available for members of the
contracting community include developmental assignments as a
member of the Army secretarial under the supervi ion of the Functional Chiefs Representative for the civilian Contracting and Acquisition Career Program. Under this program, individuals can gain
exposure to senior Army leadership, prepare and conduct briefing ,drdft policy, visit and work with major commands and major
subordinate commands, and perform other critical staff functions.
This is an ideal opportunity for promising members of the contracting communit), to work closely With me in guiding the full
implementation of the Army Acquisition Corps initialive.
Educational and developmental opponunit ies such as the>e were
not previously a readily available to members of the acquisition
community as they are now. We should take full advantage of the
managerial, technical and leadership doors that are now open to
those of u who'e goal il is to be among the senior Army leadership of the future.
... •.

Joseph A. Gormley
Associate Product Manager
Resource Management
Office of the Product
Manager-Paladin
The Army Acquisition Corps offers all
ofits incumbent per.ionnel a geoeri road
map for career progres ion. U ing that
road map as a guide, the Arm)' Acquisition Corps allows us to customize our path
with brief excursions from which we
acquire skill specific trdining or experience.
Those are fine words, bUl I think the one word thal gh'es them
validity is commitment. The Army Acquisilion Corps and its suppaning law, regulation and policy represent a firm commitment
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SPEAKING OUT
by the Army to developing and maintaining a talented, knowledgeable,
lean work force fully capable of doing more with less. The commitment take the form of fenced trdining dollar. special opportunitie for temporary appointments to senior Army offices, consideratiOn for permanent Army Acquisition Corps positions, and
a number of other "tools" for enrichment or progression.
The commitmem, however, i not one- ided, In return we are
a ked to accept the tools offered by the Army Acquisition Corp
and commit our time and e(forts tOward using them to forge a
modernized defense base, economically and efficiemly. As with
anything el e. different people will offer different degrees of com·
mitment. I believe it i the level of our commitment which will
determine the extent 10 which our progres within the acquisition
work force i 'ucces ful.
In the end, it is only when these twO concepts are combined,
i.e., the Army commitment to our development and our acceptance
of opportunity, that we see a real prodUCt-increased value. One
withoUlthe Other will not get u there. The coming defense work
force will be small and it will only make rOom for those who will
share the responSibility for commitmem. In thi period of dedining defense resources, lean staffmg will be the rule and fierce competition for those positions will be common. Commitment to e.xcellence will be the weapon with which we compete and it is our
respon ibility to accept every opportunity to sharpen our edge.

Janice Lee McKenzie
Acquisition Information
Integration Specialist
Army Acquisition Corps!
Program Management Office
Office of the Deputy Chief of
Staff for Acquisition
The Army Acquisition Corps offer5 me
a better chance than 1 would otherwise
have to maintain and improve 01)' career
position in a time ofshrinking resources
and Defense drawdown . The Army Acqui ition Corps does this
in a number of ways.
The Army c~uisition Corps places real emphasis on training
and education and provides the funding required ro insure that corps
members can attend the c1a es they need. 1will ha,'e a better opportunity (0 attend

~horl term

training, professional seminars. sborr

courses at orne of the nation' most prestigious colleges and univeritie and long term training courses such as the Program Manager
Course givenby the Defense ystems Management allege at Fort
Belvoir. In addition, a strong emphasis on training and education
from the top down will allow me to take advantage of these op·
portunities. There is also encouragement (and funding) for Corp
members to begin (or complete) bachelor and graduate degree if
they haven't already done so,
The Army Acquisition Corps provides me with the prospect of
periodic developmental assignmems in areas that will enhance my
job skills, allow me to broaden my horizons and bring new per·
peetive to my job. Thi kind of opportunity is seldom offered outside
the auspices ofa program like this. Each developmental as ignmelll
is unique. Whether it's aero rhe hall or across the country, see·
ing the Army from a new vantage poim and becoming acquainted
with the responsibilitieS and problems ofa different job in a different
area will be valuable and enlightening.
Another distinct benefir I will receive as a member of the Army
Acquisition Corps is rhe opporrunity to fill position vacancies thar
are de ignated at "CritiCal Army cquisition Corps Positions." These
po ition ,which include many of the senior management positions
in the Army, will not be open to non-Army AcqUisition Corps
members.
As stated in DA PAM 600-3-1, the Army Acquisition Corps offers
several advantages. For ch'ilians these include centralized intensive career management, specialized training and education, an
alternath'e career path, a competitive selection prace s and the
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opportunity for rapid advancement. In my opinion, the Army Acquisition Corps offers real benefits to it members.

John G. Appel Jr.
Technology Staff Officer
Office of the Assistant Secretary
of the Army
for Research, Development and
Acquisition
That's a tOugh question to answer now,
since the Army Acqui ition Corps is so
new, and there has been little accomplished along that line to cite as an example of what it actually offers me. Instead, I can addre what [ bope the Army Acqui ilion Corps can
offer to help me achieve my career goals.
Like all of the military officers and civilians who have been accepted into the Army Acqui ition Corps, I believe that the Corp
provides recognition of special qualifiettions and kills and a commitment on my part to provide our soldiers with the very best
products in a very austere re ource environment. ) would like to
think that the recognition, in itself, ays something about me as
an acquisition manager that will lead to opportunities to serve in
a variety of challenging assignments and proVide a path CO new
career opportunities. If the Army Acquisition Corps is to help in
creating these new opportunities, I believe it must retain a certain
elitism (not arrogance) that makes us proud to be members and
puts a mark on the wall for non-members to achieve.
My expectation is that the Army Acqui ition Corps should provide opportunities for diversification to broaden my acquisition
knowledge and experience and it hould enhance my chances of
ueward mobility. The policy on rotation (i.e., members may remain
in the same position no longer than fi,'e years without approval
of the director), if implemented, will help, bur it is not at all clear
to me how it will be done. A recent Army Acqui ition Corp workhop did not help clarify thi is ue, so the jury is still out. On a
similar vein, limited resources to move members may make rhe mobility agreement issue somewhat mute, so ) see many unknown
vet to be resolved.
. I am now in a very challenging Acquisition Corps "critical position" that I enjoy and which, I believe. provide tremendous value
added to the Army. When the time comes to move on, iflhesyslem
works like I think it should, Army Acqui ilion Corps tatu should
be a major faaor in recruitment and selection. [ would like to think
that the Army Acquisition Corps Managemem Office will play an
active role in helping place acqui it ion qualified people in job assignments omewhat along the lines of the military career pattern.
Ir is grarifying to note that military Armr AcqUisition Corps member5 now have greater potential for promotion, command and senior
service schools than in the past. If the centralized civilian per5onnel management office is run omewhat like the military personnel management office, then civilian may get some meaningful
help in achieving career goals. A a final note on career opportunities,
[am an..xious to ee how the centralized referral ystem will work.

Photo
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Diane S. Sisson
Principal Assistant Responsible
for Contracting
Headquarters, U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers

a\':lil:lbh:

Throughout my career in the acquisition workforce, I have alway been extremely proud of the service I provided
to this great country, and to the Army
Corps of Engineers. Thi desire to erve.
and my personal pride and professionalism, ha,'e given me many challenges over rhe )'ears, and provided
a certain degree of succes .
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The Army Acquisition Corps has nO[ changed Ihe value I place
on service and profession ali m; however, the corps has now defined professionalism with substantive goals and objectives. It has
chaUenged me to cominue professional growth through an advanced
degree in conlract man"gemeOl. The goals I SCI for myself today
arc better defined, and more de"rly measured. I believe this is a
significant improvement in my career planning.
As a member of the Acquisition Corps. I feel a personal re pon·
ibility to maintain Ihe high standards of Ihe Corps, and to assist
others in becoming full)' qualified members. Being a member of
a respected professional group com'eys a level of credibiliry on the
individual, but I believe there;s also a responSibility to give back
10 the profession some of what I have gained. The people in the
Acquisition Corps make il the world class professional organization it is intended to be. Each of us, personally and indiVidually,
must pursue excellence in everything we do.

Dr. Kenneth A. Gabriel
Deputy Director
Research and Laboratory
Management
Office of the ASA(RDA)
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3"~ilable
The il1leOl of the recel1lly-passed legislation is to cnsure that professional paths
for both civilian and military personnel
who wish to pursue careers in acquisition are identified in terms of educalion.
training. e..xperience :Illd assignments
necessar), for areer progression. The Army Acqui ition Corps has
been established to implement the letter and the -pirit of this

legi lation. Put succinctly, the corps promises to upgrade the standards
of Army acquisition professionals by providing them Ihe means
for self-improvement through education and training and by offering
them challenging experiences and professional growth opportunities.
Although the institlltion of the AAC ha yet to impact me in a
meaningfUl way, J anticipate that when this program is fully implemented across the Army acqUisition community, I will be able
to beller apply my professional and academic policy and technical background toward effective management of Army acquisition
programs. Ha\'ing earned several advanced graduate·le\'el degree
in Ihe national and international security field, physical sciences,
and engineering. I look forward 10 the opporlunily to address the
myriad of problems that face the defense acqui ilion community.
One such challenge is to develop and implement policies that re·
tain essential militaty indu trial capabililies while dramatically reducing defense procurement budgets. Another challenge is restructuring Ihe defense department to improve efficiency to off'et significant budgel cuts.
A a GM-15 ell'ing in an acquisition·critical posilion within Headquarters. Department of the Army, I am confident that 1 will be
belter able to compete for senior execulive posilions within the
Armyacqui ition communit)'. I am also hopeful that significant
opportunities for t'dining and professional development will be
made available for me and other AAC member. The AAC has recemly announced;1O ambitious training program for Academic Year
1992-93. This program offers opportunities for pursuing fuUy-funded
studies at academic and senior services college and;n ·titutions.
Among Ihe e offerings are long-term training opportunitieS, and
pari-time and long-term graduate tudies. I plan to lake advantage
of one or more of these oppOrlunitie in order to belter po ilion
m), elf for assuming a leadership position within the AAC.

AWARDS
Heringer Cited
for Efforts in Japan
LTC Wa)'ne L. Heringer was recendy presented a lelter of "pprecialion igned by General Tetsu)'" Nishimoto, chief of taff, japan
Ground Self Defense Force OG DF). Heringer was Ihanked for
his "unliring efforts with con iSltnt enthusiasm to strengthen the

lies belween the japan Ground elf Defense Force and the United
tate Army, thus making a significaOl conlribution to the full de\'elopmenl of U,S"Japan defen-e posrure.'·
At the time, Heringer was concluding his assignmenl as commander, Science and Technology Center - Far Ea t (STCFE), 1ok)'0,
a separate reporting activitl' of the Headquarters, .S. Army Materiel
Command (HQ AMC).
In his lener of appreciation. General Nishimoto cited Heringer's
great services in promoting the developmeOl of JGSDF rese:lrch
and development programs by idel1lifying lechnolog)' applicalions,
coordinating Ihe latest R&D information, highlighting Gulf War
lessons learned with respect to future development, and enhancing the R&D relationship bel ween the JG DF and AMC.
Lieutenant General Mitsuyoshi Uchida vice chief of staff, japan
Ground elf Defenses Forces. made the presentation.
Heringer is an acquisition officer currently a signed to the Office
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Lieutenant General Mitsuyoshi Uchida, vice chief of staff, Japan
Ground Self Defense Forces, presents a leiter of appreciation
to LTC Wayne L. Heringer for his efforts while assigned as commander, Science and Technology Center-Far East, Tokyo.
of the Assistant SCcretary of the Arm)' (Research, Development and
Acquisition).
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PERSONNEL

Award Recipients Named
Linehan Assigned as
AAC Proponency Officer
MA] Patrick D. Linehan has been assigned as the
Army Acquisition Corps proponency officer in the office of the deputy director, acquisition career management, Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army
(RDA), in the Pentagon. He served formerly as G-3 plans
officer and battalion executive officer, 3rd Battalion,
68th Armor, 4th Infantry Divi ion (Mechanized), Fort Carson, CO.
A 1977 graduate of the U.S. Military Academy, Linehan
holds a lI1.<'lSter' degree in comract and acquisition management from the Florida Institute of Technology, and is a
graduate of the Program Managers Course at the Defense
Systems Managcment College, and the Command and
General Staff College, Fort Leavenworth, KS.

The following Army Acquisition Corps personnel are recent
reCipients of key awards. A rmy Acquisition Executive Support
Agenq(AAESA): COLJohn R. BrdIllblett (recently retired), AAESA,
Legion of Merit (LOM); LTC John J. Zepko, Program Executive
Office-Intelligence and Electronic \'\Iarfare, LOM; CPT Charles San
Filippo, PEO-Aviation, Meritorious Service Medal (MSM); SFC
William . Tobias, PEO-Aviation, MSM; CI'T(p) RobertA. Brennan,
PEO-Armaments (PEO-AR), MSM; MAJ Raymond H. Gaier II r, pEO·
AR, MSM; MA] StevenJ. Haynes, PEO-AR, M M; LTC(P) Roy D. Le-vis,
pEO-AR, LOM; MAJ Mark S. MacLean, PEO-AR, MSM; CPT Gregory
C. Edgin, PEO-Combat uPPOrt (pEO-CS), M M; MAJ Edward B.
Major, PEO-CS, MSM; MAJ Randolph A. Mathew, PEO-CS, MSM;
LTC David S. COlketl, PED-Tacticai Missiles (PEO-TM), LOM; LTC
John T. Dillard, PEO·TM, MSM; CPT Gregory L. Manson, PEO-TM,
MSM; CPT WiJlie M. Wheeler, l'EO-TM, MSM; LTC(P) Joseph G.
Girlando, pEO-Global Protection Against Limjted Srrikes (PEO·
GPALS), MSM; MAJ Kenneth L.Jones, PEO-GPALS, MSM; COL Michael
D.Jackson, PEO-Armored System Moderruzation(PEO·ASM), LOM;
LTC H:luy L. Kettler, PEO-A M, LOM; LTC W:llter B. Grimes, pEOASM, LOM; MAJ Mich:lel F. Carney, PEO-ASM, LOM; MAJJames C.
Hud on, PEO-A M, M M.

LETTERS
Dear Sir:

Dear Sir:

In re pon e to Lindy R. Ford's comment on MTL's patent
"Microcomputer Real-Time X-Ray Controller For Data Acquisition"
(RD&AJuly-August 1992), I would like to point out that although
the process employed in our invention for measuring the projectile velocity and automatically triggering the flash x-ray for radiogf'dph is similar to Ford's, the implementation of this invention
is based on the off-the-shelfl'C hardware and the MTL-developed
software. In other words, by taking advantage of the widely available PC hardware, this invention makes the an of high speed measurement and control into ~\ oft ware implementation.

I continually find the Army RD&A an invaluable source of inforrnatiou in keeping me current. I concur with your "congratulation . to tho e officers selected for the AWCCSC as printed in the
September-October 1992 edition (pAG) and for tbose selected for
the re idence COUtSe mentioned in a previous edition.
I believe rh:lt you should "congratulate" those of us who have
completed a most dem:lnding two year program, the graduates of
the AWCCSC clas' of 1992. Being selected for AWCCSC does NOT
automatically mean completion as does the residence course! The
231 graduates in the AWCCSC class of 1992 equates 1Oa63.8 percent
completio.n r:tte, about average. This two ycarendeavor shaped each
of us into better enior officers. willing to Serve our country in this
dynamic environment and defining our military forces for the twenry·
first century. A litrle "press" by you would add to our continued
moti.vation while providing additional incentive to those just entering t.he AWC and rho e who may be considering this difficult task.
Of tlle numerous articles addreSSing the Army Acquisition Corps,
I c:ln not recall one that discusses the role of the Army Reserves.
Maybe this could be included in a future issue.

Because of [he flexibility in soft\v.lre implementation, any number

of x-ray tube heads can be po ·itioned at arbitrary location relative to the two sensors along the projectile flight path. Furthermore, nonlinear projectile velocity measutement and control can
be readily incorporated illlo the software algorithm to generate appropriate delay times for the control signals. H:lrdware implementation for nonlinear high speed measurement and control would
be :twkward, ince there i SUdl a wide variety of high speed acceleration/deceleration events.
It is our hope that MTL's invention will help the ballistic laboratories to exploit tbis nonlinear capability for neW applications in
precision timing control (e.g. control the timingofmuhi- tage EM
gun, coupling the light-gas gun with the EM gun etc.).
Thi invention has turned an ordinary affordable office PC imo
a sophisticated high speed controller for data acquisition. In my
opinion, this i hardly "wasteful and overkill."

Sincerely,
Dr. Albert L. Chang
U.S. Army Materials Laboratory
Materials Dynamics Branch
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Sincerely,
Robert J. Bedell
LTC, SC, USAR
25D51A

Army RD&A Bulletin Responds:
Thank you for your letter. We concur with you that the two-year
AWCCSC i :I dell1:1ndi ng program and want. to extend our congratulations to aJl231 graduates. Relative to your inquiry about the role
of the Army Reserves in the Army Acquisition Corps, there is an
article on the subject on page 40 of this i ue of Army RD&A Bulletin.

January-February 1993

CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE
Program Management Course
Attendees Announced
The following Army civilians have been selected to attend Program
Management Course 93-1, Jan. 25 - June II, 1993, at the Defense
Systems Management College, Fort Belvoir, VA.

Name

Grade/Series Career Program

Adams, Alayne
Allen, Edward
Avery, Wayne
Bagwell, Thoma

GM-BO I-IS
GS-BOI-L3
GS-II02-14
GM-BOI-IS

Engineers & Scientists
( on-Construcrion)(CP-16)

Name

Grade/Series Career Program

Kien_ Michael

GS-flO 1-14

Kowalski, Robert

GS-ilO 1-13

GM-334-14

langford.

Gilh~n

GM-801-1;

Bruno, Wa)'ne
Buckelow, Robin

GS-BOI-14
GS-B96-13
GM-801-1S
GM-BS5-14

GM·B;;-14

Engineers & cienti ts
(:-Ion-Construction) (CP-16)

Lawrence, OlgJ

GS'34;-13

Comptroller (CP-ll)

Contracting &
Acquisition ( 1'-14)

Lee. Y:1I

GS-B;;·14

Engineers & Scienrisls

leen, john

Engineers & Scientists
(Non-ConS! ructon) (CP-16)

Automatic Data

GS-8;;-1 ~

Lower)'. Carol

Engineers & Scientists
(Non-Const ruct ion) (CP-16)

Marks. Daniel

Engineers & Sciemisis

McDowell, Bern:ud

GM·II02-14

COlltraning &

GM-340-15

GS-8S;-14

Engineers & Scienti ts

l"latericl Maintcn:mce

(CP-17)
GM-BOI-IS

Engineers & Scientists

(Non-Co nSt ruct ion) (CP-16)
(;M-8;;-I;

Enginccrs & Sciemi ts

(Non-Construct ion) (CP- L6)
McGuire, Dennis

GS-346-13

Supply Management
(CP-13)

McGuire, Lawrence

GM-334-14

Automatic

McKenzie. janice

GS·30 L-14

Acqui ition (CP-I ~)
rane, Del Ro)'

Engin""", & Scienti ts
(Non-Const ruction) (CP-16)
Contracting &
Acquisition (CP-L4)

Lo\re, Kathkt::n

Engineers & Scientists
(Non-Construaion) (CP-16)

Engineers & Sciemisls

Engineers & Scientist

(Non-Construaion) (CP-16)

(Ion· onstruction)(CP-16)
Coogan. Jack

Engineers & Scicntist

lavel'" , Anthony

(Non-Construction)(CP.16)
Chan, Kin

Engineers & Scientists

("on-Construction) (CI'-16)

Processing (CP-23)
Browder, WiUiam

cientists

(Non-Construction) (CI'-16)

(Non· on truaion)(CP-16)
Bradley, Robert

Engineer &

(Non-Con truclion)( 1'-16)

Data
Processing (CI'-23)

Materiel Maintenance

ICP-I')

(Non-Construaion) (CP-16)
Mead. Ann

GS-I; L;-13

Comptroller (CP-I I)

Miller. Albert

GM-340- LS

Materiel Maintenance
(CP-L7)

Moore, Thom;ls

GM-1102-14

Contracting &
Acquisition (CI'-14)

Engineers & Scientists
(Non-Construction) (CP-16)

Moser, Kan::n

GS-L 102·14

Contracting. &

Engineers & Scientist
( on-Construaion)(CP-16)

Mo)'. Alex

Contracting &

Mundlly. Jackie

GM-H3-14

Comptroller ( 1'-11)

Acqui ition (CP-14)

Newcomb. Wallace

GS-801-1~

Engineers & Sciemists
1 on-Construcrion)(CP-16)

Engineers & Scientists
(Non-Construaion)(CP-16)

David, Brian

GS-BOI-14

Engineers & Scienti tS
( 'on-Construction)(CP-16)

Do)'le-Booth, Kathleen

GS-B61-13

Engineers & Scientists
( 'on-Construaion)(CP-16)

Dwyer, Kevin

GM-3.H-14

Comptroller (CP-Il)

Ford. Melba

GS-801- L3

Freeman, Celeste

GS-861-13

Gierhan. Dale

GM-IIOI-14

Engineers &

Acquisition (CI'-14)
GS-B;;-14

Engineers & Scientists

(Non-COnstruclion) (CP-16)

Granger. Bernard

GM-BOI-14

(Non-Construaion)(CP-16)

Nugent. Thoma

GM-B;;-I;

I-Iarris, Rose

GS-301-13

Materiel Maintenance
(CP-17)

Oldane. A.Q.

GM-3~O·IS

Halha, al', Jo Ann

GM-S60-14

Comptroller (CP-II)

Hayne, Hillard

GS-346-17

Matericl Maintt.:nal1ce

cientists

~I:lteriel

Maintenance

(CI'-17)
P:Hlon, Michael

GS-8;;-14

Engineers & Scientists

on- onstruaion)(CP-16)

(CI'-17)

Automatic Data

Engineers & Scientists
(Non-Construaion)(CI'-16)

Phillips. Patricia

GS-346-14

Materiel Maintenance
(CI'-17)

Pruett. Stanler

john lOn, larry

GM-BOI-IS

Engineers & Scientists
(Non-ConsHuction)(CP-16)

Roberson. Bryan

GM-896-I~

Engincers & ScientistS
(Non-Construelion) (cp-16)

jones, Willie

GM-334-14

Automatic Data
Processing (CP-23)

Savage. James

GM·1.$OI-I;

Engi neers & Scient iSIS
(Construction) (CP-IB)

Keller, CllIislian

GS-BS;-I

Engineers & cientists
(Non-Construction) (CP-16)

Semon. Charles

GM-8S;·I;

Hollern, James

GM-801-14

Jami 'on, Thomas

January-February 1993

I'ro('essing (CI'-23)
GS-80 1-14

EnRince~

& ScientiStS

(Non-Constntction)(CP-16)

Engineers & Scientists

(Non-Const ruct ion) (CP-16)
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT UPDATE
Name

Grade/Series Career Program

Shannon, jobn

GM-340·15

Singh, Cajiner

GM-830-15

Somsel. john

GM-HO·15

Talp:, . Edward

GS-3~6-13

(Cp·l7)
Engineers & Scientists
(Non·Construct ion) (C1'-16)
Materiel Maintenallce
(CP·17)
Supply Managemelll
(CP-13)
~'aleriel

Tucker. Phillip

Maintenance

(Cp·J7)
GM-896-1;

Engineers &

Vance, I\'larlu

GS-301-H

(l\on·Construetion) (cp-16)
Maleriel Maintenance
(CP-17)

Vickers.

GS-_H+13

Automat ic Dara

\\'agner, joel

GM-3~O-15

Materiel Maintenance

Wesson. Warne

G~1-15

Wolfe, Gary
Wu_ Thomas

GS-855-1 ~

Wummel. Ronald

GM-830·15

Zigler. Richard

GS-801·15

Zweig. Susan

G~I-560-14

l'sech:.k. David

u ian

cientist

Processing (CP-23)

I 5-1 5

GS-3~5-13

( p-n

Engineers & cientists
(Non-Construa ion) (Cp-16)
Complroller (Cp-II)
Engineers & Scientists
(Non-Construction) (CP-16)
Engineers & Scielllists
("'on-Cons,ruaion)(CP-16)
Engineers & cientists
(Non-Construclion) (cp·16)
Comptroller (Cp-ll)

The follow~ng individuals are alternate selectees to attend pMC 93-1.

Name

Grade/Seeies Careee Peogram

An:t;l. Gemlrro

GM-801-15

Butler. joseph

GM-801-1~

Clawsun. Ronald

G_'I-~05-14

Dotr. Gary

G -896-13

Elzinger, Michael

GM-855-14

Engineers & Scielllis,s
("'on-Con tru~ljon)(CP·16)
Engineers & cientists
(Non-Construction) (cp-16)
Engineers & Scient is,s
(1'1on-Coll>truction)(CP-16)
Engineers & Scient iSIS
(Non-Construction)(CP-16)
Engineers & Scient iSIs
(Non-Conslruction)(CP-16)

Foley. Eileen

G~I-896-1-'

Franklin. james

GM-85·j-I'I

Engineers & Scientists

.lone. R nald
Luft. Emil

GS-3-13-1~

(Non-Construaion)(CP-16)
Comptroller (Cp·ll)

Themllk, Henry

GM-801·15

'-erville, Michael

GM-.:\OJ-14

Enginccr~

& Scientists

(!'ion-Construaion) (CP-16)

G~I-80 1-14

110 Graduate from MAM

Materiel Maintenance

Engineers & Scientists
(NOn-Conslruction)(CP-16)
Engineer & S ientists
(Nun·Cunstruaion)(CP-16)
l\latcriel Maintcn::Jnce

Lasl eprember, no srudenls gradualed from the Mmeriel Acquisition Management Course al the .. Army Logistics Management
College (ALMC) , FOll Lee, VA. Research and development, testing,
contt"dcting, requirements generation, logistics and production
management are c-XlImple of the weapon y rem acqui ition work
assignment offered to Ihese grdduates.
Keith Charles, deputy assistant ecretary for plan, programs and
policy, Office of Ihe Assistant Secretary of rhe Army (RDA), gave
the graduation addre' and pre ented diplomas. The disringuished
graduate award was presented to MAJ jerry L. Moran, U.. Army
Opemtional Evaluation Command, Alexandria, VA.
The nine-week Materiel Acquisition M:magement Course provide a broad overview oflhe materiel acquisition fUlK'tion. It cover.;
national policies and objectives that hape Ihe acquisition process
and the implementation of these policies atld objectives by Ihe .S.
Army. Areas of IUdy include acqui ition concepts and policies;
re earch_ development, lesl, and e"a]uation; finatlcial and co 1
management; integrated logistics SUpPOll; force modernization;
produc'ion managemenl; and contracl management. Emphasis is
on developing mid-level managers so that they can effeclively participate in management of the acquisition pro es .

FY93 Product Manager Selections
The following i a listing of producr matlager selecrees_ The average
age of the selectees W'dS 42 years; the average time in grade was
12.8 months; and the ,,'erage time in service W'dS 19 yean;. Ninety-five
percent of the e1eclees have master's degrees, while 8 percent have
ph_D_ degrees. Ten officers have worked on the Army staff (averaging 25 months), and six have jOint stafr experience (avemging
27 months). The avemge time wilh troops was 95 months, and the
aver:1ge time in acquisition posilions was 76 months. All were Command and General Staff College graduate wilh on" being enrolled
in the Army War College Corresponding Studies Program.

Selectee

FA/BR

OIRDSO;\lG. Georg" M.
DEETER. Louis 1'.

5 1/" 'I
51/91

Smoke.:
Ballisile Missile Defense

DILLARD,john T.

51/1 1

Space Payloads
Joint Advanced Special

DOBECK, Kenneth Il.
DRESEN, Thomas E.
ELLIS, Bernard E.

51/21
51/91
51/13

FAST. William R.

; 1/91

Auromaric Tesl Support

FR ITE, Ste\'en A.

51/35

Enhanced Position Location
Reponing YSlem
Air ommand Trainin~
Syslems
Combined Arm' Tr:1i1,ing
Sy tems

Oper:uions R"lClio Syslcms

Materiel Maintenance
(Cp·q

Whiteside, Kenneth

GM-801-14

Engineers & cientists
(Non-Constru~'tion)(CP-16)

Wis el. Edward
Zimmerman, Ted

52

GS-15J5-1~

Comptroller (Cp·1 I)

GS-30J-14

Materiel
(CI'-17)

~Iailllenance
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Heavy Assault Bridge
U"dlegic T.~tge, Sy tern
Ad\'anced Field Artillery
S)'Mems-!\'lunilions

)' lem
IIA

FORD, Cmig B.

IZZO, l'aul

51/12

Kill

53/25

H, Ilobert A.

(Cp·17)
\X'arr~n. John

PEO/Progcam

LANCE, Darell G.
LA:'IGHOIl T, Ilichard

35/15
51/15

LEWIS, illiam D.
MA SER, George E.

51/15
51/12

MERIWETHER, David p.

53/35

Commllnicatioll~

Management System
Guardrail/Common Sensor
Comanche Crew SUPPOll
, ystem
Special Project 132
Armored Gun ystem
Armament
Gruund Based Common
Scnsor-Ligh'
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Selectee

FAIBR

MOORE, Stephen C.

51/13

M RRAY, Joseph P

51/91

PEO/Program

NADEAU. Roger A.
PRICE, Richard P.

51/12
97/21

Army Field Artillery
nctical Data System
lmproved Recovery
Vehicle
Managemenl Office
MI Breacher
Petroleum and Water

RElN1NGER, Terrance
REEVES, Stephen V.

51/15
51135

T,800 Engine Program
Ground Based Common

VIC
\U)(,\tA

UNIT NAME

DUITTITLE GUDE 8R PRC

IIQ "'oIl.

OEP DIR <.. 'TR
UX, CHI)
ALQ
...CQ &; l()(, Cltl>
ACQ& !.IX, (Rl)
M.. Q &: UX, CHI)
,\jPO OFCR
A."'~T Cll"( I
~T EJ...·( on It
u\"l,rFtIH It
L1~1 ~n UI( It
H&I)UX>RO

Logistics

R&U U)()RD
R&D COORD

S~nsor-He:H'Y

SIGL, Robert R.

Ground Combat
Identification
Forward Area Air Defen 'e
Ground Based Sensor;

51/12

WELLS. James A.

~TAfF

51/91

,,,1{"

\),;0(;\\".....

IIQ

\t0119U

III) \11(0\1

The follo' ing is :, Iisl of captains and majors 4M positions:
UNIT NAME DUIT TlTLEGRADE DR PRe 4M
MACOM
mc

\\O"MAA

M,~

IIQ I;\HA)\I
, ',\A(:.vHr"i

'\"TIC NDR

!'ROC.UU'.oFOl
'\lTO \l(;T OfC'R
t.~T M(;"'T OFCR
t.:'\T :'o1(.~1l OFCH
C'\T Mr."'T OFCR
C"'TR \IGT ORR
CliT AR\I... PRJ Of
n AR.\~l"RJt)Jt:.R
OFP DIR r\C.Q
I{&I)< OORI)
R&OCQORD

-.oF CRD/"O
\l"OIlAA

\\O-tIA'

cOLO R<..o' T-il'

C&E ["C.R
(II 1 ECII .. P1
(:H l~T Of""
I,\F,...,T OFCK
1'1 ,~...)'"' Of{ R
R&D U)QRf)
I{s.n (OORD

I"'" ORDI(

PHO) 01'< It

PROJ ()FCR
PRO) OR.R
PRe)J Oft R
Tf'iT ORR
IF'll" llH-H
I f ,\I Tn
I. I "'\(,1'1

1'1'<.

\l,.t)~{,A,\

\li()t}6,l.\
\liOA';\\

EJ(iHl'll AK\I'l'

I ..." '-'\TIl

(\11)

l"~llTll<t)\l

1 .....- \1:.1'.\"\\1·\

,\'Ie

lJ-AZ'i
'rA.2';
'iIAll
SIAll
'rA')".!

.\Me.

0.'

'"
'" "M"
'"'"u,
\l

U,

Q)I

,)\

0.'
0.
II,
,)\

Ll·t

'"

'"
11·1

0'

C. 1H 11
('\11'11"0 \I(,\'T
("fiI"O ;\1(,\""
('\ITI'U :<\(,\"
("1'1'" :'o1(.\IT
('TR \K,\IT

,,

\l(~\lT

OR

Pl{tKt'KE OtTR
PR(KI'KEOHR
PRtKTRE ORR
PR(K I RI: Of( R
A(Q'l\!'lOKIt
\tQ ~ ..... Of-( It
( "TROt'<_R
TR OFCR

e ..
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1992 Index of Articles
This index is a headline listing of major articles
published in Army RD&A Bulletin during 1992.

• A Tribute to REL Director John D. Weisz
• Defense Exports and Defense Procuremem

JANUARY-FEBRUARY

JULY-AUGUST

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TQM; Beyond the Buzzword
The Acquisition Challenge
Army arne R&D Achievement Award Winners
Interview with Dr. Robert B. Oswald, Director of
Research and Development, U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers
TACOM Awards Contract for New Medium Trucks
Declining, Diversifying and Disappearing
Solving the Helicopter Rotor Blade Erosion
Problem
Communications-Electronics Command
PEa Feature-Intelligence and Electronic Warfare
Design to Reduce Human Error
Fighting Corrosion with Technology
A New Strategy for Faster Fielding of Software-Intensive
Sy tems
Army Displays Desert Storm Night Vision Technology

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Army Center of Excellence for Composite Materials
The DOD Laboratory Demonst,dtion Program
Process; The Path to Progress
For the Want of a ail. __ The Ca e for a Gyro-Compas
for Armored Vehicles
Army to Get New Smoke Vehicle
1ACOM Scientists Visit Russia
A Wartime Expedient Laser Protection Device
WRAlR Study on Cells in Space Succeeds
Multilevel Security (Part 11) ... taying Inside the Enemy's
Deci ion Cycle
PEO Feature-Armaments.
The Armament, Munitions and Chemical Command
The Site Characterization and Analysis Penetrometer
System
Yuma Initiative Extends Life of Abrams Tank Ait Cleaner
Army Again Exceeds Black/Minoriry College Goals
ARDEC Technical Director Values Excellence

MARCH-APRIL
• The Army Engineers and Scientists (Non-Construction)
Career Program
• cientificrrechnical Appointments
• Lifelines Abroad
• AMC-FAST Lessons Learned in the Gulf
• ARO; haping the Future Through Electronics
• A Diamond in the Rough; The National Training Center
• Production Engineering Thols
• Extended Range for 155= Artillery
• PEO Feature-Fire Support
• Laboratory Modernization Program at the MlCOM ROE
Center
• Role of Simulation at the Army Tank-Automotive
Command
• Military Dentistry for the '90s-and Beyond
• Futuristic Gun Slated for Yuma Test Firings
• Army PEO, PM Conferees Discuss Key Acquisition Issue

SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER

MAY-JUNE

NOVEMBER-DECEMBER

• Helping Environmental Decision-Makers Through Video
lmaging
• Interview with Keith Charles, Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Plans, Programs, and Policy, Office of the Assislant
Secretary of the Army (RDA)
• haping the Future through Materials Science
• Customet Focus; The Keys to the Kingdom
• Applying Quality Function Deployment
• The Army's Tank Engine Adventure of World War II
• Multilevel Security ... Staying Inside the Enemy's Decision
Cycle
• WRAIR Studies Cells on Space Shuttle
• InfectiOUS Disease Rates in Operations De ert
Shield/Storm
• PEO Feature-Standard Army Management Information
y terns
• HEL Director Retires

• Tri-Service Reliance in Science and Technology
• The Role of the Joint Directors of Laboratories in Project
Reliance
• ASBREM's Role in Medical Project Reliance and BRAC 91
• The 1J\PSTEM Role in Project Reliance
• The Role of the Joint Engineer in the Tri-Service S&T
Reliance Program
• AMC-FAST Professional Development Opportunities
• Shaping Comanche Through Continuous Quality
Lmprovement
• Non-Development Items; A MANPRJNT Challenge
• The Army's Eyesafe Laser Rangefinder Program
• The Great Coffee Dilemma ... A Management Fable
• The Atmospheric Aerosols and Optic Data Library
• Didier as a System Symposium
• Central Tire Inflation; The ew Look in MobiLiry
• Ethics-Doing the Right Thing
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Repairing The ation's Infrastructure
Interview With LTG Thomas P. Carney
StrategiC Technologies for the Army of the 21 t Century
The Army Research laboratory
MANPRlNT in the Army Research Laboratory
Meeting the Logistics Over-the-Shore Challenge
Smart Propulsion for Smart Mi iles
PEO Feature-Cruise Missiles Project and nmanned
Aerial Vehicles Joint Project
Natural Gas; Affordable Fuel for Operation and Support
CECOM Works to Eliminate' at a Friendly' Fire
Is the Acqui ition Community Missing Its Backbone>
The ARO ffi&D Database
Wheel of Qualiry
TARDEC Get Robot Vehicle Control System
Army Holds L8th Army Science Conference
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FROM
THE
ARMY
ACQUISITION
EXECUTIVE
It has been a tremendous experience [0 serve as the Assistant
ecre[ary of the Army (Research, Development and Acquisition)
and as the Army Acqui ition Executive forthe last 34 months. The
changing internalional security environment and declining defense
budgets have changed substantially the way we conduct our busines . While our research, development, [CSt and evalualion (RDT&E)
funding remained fairly level, our procurement budget fell from
S 14 billion 10 less than 87 billion in twO budget years. De pite this
50 petcent funding reduction, the AtlllY procurement budget was
restructured to emphasize the fielding of new technology. Iff could
leave the men and women ofthe Army acquisition community with
a single thought, il would be this: our main, alid perhaps only. job
i to PUI superior equipment in the hand of our soldiers.
In the RDA arena, we are steadfast in our ommitment to mainlain an Army that is well-equipped. We 'hal'e executed our major
Army acqUisition programs with particular attention to COSt, schedule.
and technical performance. We terminated several Oawed programs.
and we achieved budget-driven program reStruclUres with minimum impact on program progress.
Based on a'suggestion from one of our PEOs, we established a
"Team Concept" to improve governmem and induslry executioo
of major acquisition progr~ms. [n my opinion. the only way to do
business is to encourage Our comraetots to come [0 us with
problems-nm with fear, bUI wilh Ihe understanding that we will
wotk them OUl tOgether. The concept is intended to foster eooperalion
and openness, while maintaining the arms length relationship mandated by elhics and business consider~[ions. We and our suppliers
share the common goal of del'e1oping and producing quality equipment for our oldiers, and it eem obvious that we can meet thi
com mOl] goal better by working cooperatively.
We have worked with TRADOC and OPS to put in place userdevcl per negotiation procedures to insure that new system require·
ment are both demanding and executable. Our acquisition problem
often have been caused by a disconnect between the user's requirements and the acquisition strategy adopted or technology available to meet that requirement.
We h,,-e adopted a new Army modernization strategy that emphasizes the fielding of new technology through upgrades. We will
strive to incorporme new lechnology, like digital electrOnics, into
all appropriate platforllls using a concept known as "horizontal
integration." Our goal is still to provide our oldicrs with worldclass equipment in sufficient quantity and in the shortest possible
time so that they can win decisively, quickly, and with minimum
casualties.
We have ignifieaml)' improl'ed the Am1)' dC"l'e1opmel1l comracting
proce by pUlling in place a number ofsignificant change. Among
the mOst significant i thaI we are insisting that our contractors
ubmit realistic offers, therebl' reducing [he perceived inceOlives
that led contractors to "buy into" development contracts with [he
expectation of "gelling well" in procurement. The goal here is to
del-e1op production-ready systems within the original schedule and
cost.
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We hal'e :dso made great stride in treamlining [be Army acquisi[iOn process by eliminating unnecessary functional requirements
and paperwork burdens. We arc trying 10 do everything po ible
to eliminate inefficient and ineffective government cOl1lributions
to COSt, just as we expect our indu try panners to reduce their overheads and other unnecessar), costs. Many acquisition program have
been burdened with exec ive fune[ional requiremems and risk
avoidanCe measures that have inhibited our ability to get equipment into the hands of our soldiers quickly and at low cost. The
burden of proof is now properly placed on [hose who would add
functional requirements to a program, and we have empowered
the PEOs and PMs to challenge tho e inefficiencies.
To use our scarce resources more effeelively, we have taken bold
teps to reduce the Army acqui ition infra tructure. I am par[icularly proud of [he successful consolidation and streamlining of the
Army laboratorie and of the changes proposed for our engineering centers.
We continue to be concerned about the future industrial capabilities that we will need to de ign, develop, produce, and SU tain
our weapons syStem ofthefuwre. We have proposed to the Office
of the Secretary ofDefense(OSD)a comprehensive industrial ba e
po lie)' to promote active governmenl invoil'ement in managing [he
downsizing of the defense indu trial ba e. Wilhin th_ Army, we
are act ively looking at the allocation of workload between depots
and the private sector. Much remains [0 be done on these defense
industrial base polieie and practices.
I am proud of our participation in an innovative i"itiatil'e under which major Arm)' suppliers are establishing "mentor-protege"
relationships with elected small and disadvantaged businesses
(SDBs). The law provides incentives for major contractors (mentors) that receive over 100 million in DOD eontr~ets annually to
assist SDBs (proteges) in enhancing theircapabili[ie 10 do ubeonlracling work. I am equalll' proud of our initialives [0 strengthen
[he lraditional ties between the Army and hislOricallr black college and universitie and minority institutions (HBCUsIMls). In
1992. we seiec[ed two HBCUs as Arml' centers ofexceUence. ClarkAtlanta University's ceOler will specialize in information cienee
anti provide the Army with lhe support needed 10 collect, sort,
imcgrate, manage, and el':lluate the inc rea ing quaOlities of automation used in ball Ie managemeOl and combat oper:ltions. The
cemer at Morris Brown College will specialize in research to insure lhat future Army soldiers are trained to the highest proficient)' for a wide range of military operations.
The first priorilY of lhe Arm)' acquisition community i to altend to [he warfighting needs of the soldier bl' fielding world class
equipmeOl. I have no doubt Ihat what we have ac omplished together
willicad to UCee on the b:llliefieids of the fUlUre. Thank you
all for a job well done, and besl of luck in accomplishing aU Ihat
remains to be done. It has been m), great t honor to serve with
you all-l he fine men and women of Arm)' acquisition.

Stephen K. Conver
Army Research, Development & AcqUisition Bulletin
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